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Piton Eagle Scout Has
Part In Area Program

FOURTH GROUP OF CHILDREN'S PICTURES

Dickie Gregory, Princeton
Eagle Scout, led Scouters
at the recent Area Council
meeting at Owensboro in
rededication to the Boy
Scout Oath. His father, R. S.
Gregory, is a member of the
Council's executive Board
for this year and W. C.
Sparks is Area vice president. W. L. Mays is also
a member of the Area's
executive committee. There
are now 2,189 Boy Scouts
in the 13-cnunty Area Council, largest
number
in
history.

W. O. Shoulders Is
Reelected Farm
Bureau President

.Can't Get Baby

Solicitation In
Business District
Gets Under Way
Need Of

Mercy Agency
At Home And Overseas
Remains Great, Chairman Points Out

Board Will Meet Saturday To Outline Program
For Year; 350 Members
Sought

Caldwell county's 1946 Red
W. G. Shoulders, prominent
meeting of it group of
Cross campaign, to obtain an
farmer
of
the
Cobb'
community,
men with the City
allotted quota of $5,952, got
Willis Traylor of the Bethany
Monday night, Feb. 18,
uhder way in Princeton Wedcommunity, and W. P. Oldham,
cover properly the statenesday when three committees
Cadiz road, were re-elected to
began their canvasses in the
ade to the Council by
the
offices
president,
of
vicedowntown district and in the
B. Shrewsbury, spokespresident,
secretary-tre
and
ascity's industrial plants, Chairthe group, he says in a
urer of the Caldwell County
man George Eldred said.
The Leader editor un
Farm Bureau for 1946, at the
N. B. Cameron's committee, to
e of February 25. The
annual meeting of the organizasolicit in the business section.
full, follows:
tion, Saturday.
will complete its calls upon the
'tor
Directors chosen were: R. P.
business folk, who annually conn Leader
Ray, F. E. Jones, Marvin Sigler,
tribute a large share of the
n, Kentucky
C. K. McNeely, Urey took, P.
county's quota, by Saturday.
Mrs.
Anna
Pitts
strokes
the
•r:
M. Sell, A. N. Horning, W. W.
Howard York Chosen
This committee includes Clyde
head of her baby daughter, Donines covering my critiPerry, Edwin Lamb, W. G. McKercheval,
Henry Sevison, Merle
President Of New
na Lee, whom she can't take out
our tax structure, which
Connell, W. P. Crawford, M. P.
Drain, Saul Pogrotsky, R. S.
General
of
Hospital,
AngeLos
Civic Group Here
in the last edition of
Brown and Homer Mitchell, Mrs.
Gregory, Mark Cunningham and
les, Calif. because she doesn't
Howard A. York, 34, city mail
per were in error in
Joe Lilcox.
Ray B. Martin was re-elected
have
the
child's
birth certificate.
y were incomplete. Such carrier and World War II vetThe Special Gifts Committee
chairman of Associated Women
Donna Lee entered the hospi- is headed
complete information
by Frank G. Wood,
of the Farm Bureau. One vacaneran, has been elected president
tal after a boarding home mix- chairman, and
arently led many citizens
will seek gifts
cy, in the Cobb community,
of
the
and
up,
Princeton
now
authorities
.
Junior
Chamber
say
from employes of the industrial
false conclusions. Here
brought about by election of
she'll
stay
there until her plants in Princeton, while W.
of Commerce.
complete facts.
Mr. Shoulders as president, who
mother gets the birth certifi- C. Sparks' committee will
Other officers a r e James
ax structure is in reality
ask
was also elected as director, will
cate from Massachusetts. (AP do.sations from the plant operacture. We use a mythical Shrewsbury, vice president; Bill
be filled by the board of direcWirephoto)
tors.
ent of property value, a Presler, secretary, and Joe Wiltors in their first meeting SaturBooths, to be operated by woate of tax and arrive at cox, treasurer. Wilcox was temday.
men's organizations of Princeton,
amount of tax income. porary chairman and ShrewsAccording to County Agent J.
will be opened in the two banks
foundation of any taxa- bury was temporary secretary
F. Graham, about 100 members
and the courthouse next weekstem is a proper assess- while the club was being orattended the meeting Saturday
end, Mr. Eldred said, with Mrs.
sed on a fair cash value ganized.
for the annual business session
Frank
Wood as chairman.
roperty in question. This
and program. J. E. Stanford,
Dr. Elwood Cook is State diThis is the fourth in a series of pictures of Princeton and Caldwell county children to be
Christian Pastor Last
Mrs. J. B. Lester is chairman
not have,
executive
secretary
rector for the group. Members
of
the
Kenrun in The Leader. Top row, reading from left to right, Donna and Diane, children of Mr. and
of a special women's committee
a fair assessment, the named to serve on the board
5 Years Will Go To
Mrs. John Satterfield, Princeton; Charles, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Ward, bawson Springs, tucky Farm Bureau, was princiwhich will seek gifts in the resicould be materially de- of directors with officers of the
pal
speaker.
Other speakers were
New Field
Route 3; Brenda and G. W., children of Mr. and Mrs. G. W. McCarlie, Princeton, and Clydia,
dential districts of the town.
and still produce a some- chapter include Reg G. Lowery,
John H. Cox, field agent serving
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Young, Route 1.
Rev. Charles P. Brooks, pastor Personnel of this committee inreater tax income.
Russell Goodaker, -James Loftus
Second row, left to right, Norma Ann, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomas, Princeton; this district, and Chuck Thomas, of the First Christian church cludes, in part, the following:
a person now paying his and Reginald Mitchell.
Marilyn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams, Highland Avenue, and Velma and Dean, chil- president of Trigg County Farm here the last 5 years, whose Mrs. Robert Parsley, Mrs. C.
e of the tax would pay
Bureau and member of the State
The first organization meetdren of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Stallins, Claxton.
A. Horn, Mrs. Urey Nichols,
resignation has been accepted as
than before; a person ing was held February 14 and
Mrs. Hershel Creekmur, Mrs.
Third row, left to right, Linda and Wanda, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Fuller, Cobb; Board of Directors.
of
March
will
1,
preach his fare- Howard
less than his fair share at that time approximate
Mr. Shoulders expressed apCarolyn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Adams, Highland Avenue; George W. and Betty, chilRice, Mrs. George Hill,
ly 10
well sermon to members of the
pay more; a person pay- men pledged membership.
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Mrs. C.
dren of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Pettit, Eddyvi Ile Road, and George, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. preciation for the unanimous
Othcongregation
Sunday
morning
at
re than his fair share ers who joined the
vote
on
his
re-election and apA. Griffin, Mrs. Juanita Wilson,
Stephens, Washington. strekekn,„
club last
pay less.
pealed to the membership for 11 o'clock. He will also conduct Mrs. C. A. Parker, Mrs. R. B.
Thursday' night swelled the—air:
services
the
at
regular
hour
a system would not have ter membership list to approxitheir cooperation in making this
Taylor, Mrs. F. T. Linton, Mrs.
major advantage an in- mately 45.
the greatest Farm Bureau year that night.
J. T. Beck, Mrs. Robert ColeRev. Brooks came here from man,
in tax income, but instead
in its history. He said during
Mrs. Lee Cardin, Mrs
The group will meet on Thursram of fairness and un- day nights at 7 o'clock.
this postwar period, farmers will Barlow, where he serveci as pas- Robert Jacobs, Mrs. Betty Lee
Dues
to:'
sf
Christian
the
Church.
ding cooperation in an are $5 a year, payable
be faced with greater problems
Tracy, Mrs. William H. Martin,
in adDuring the period he has served
ed civic spirit.
than at any time in history and
Mrs. Harry Randolph, Mrs. E.
vance.
Information Wanted
here
he
been
has
active
in civic R. Cook, Mrs. E. B.
`4.10 Ann Pickering, daughter doubles champion the same year that the Farm
only increase in tax inChandler,
Bureau must play af:airs,
York is president of the Methtaught in the county Mrs.
About 6-year-olds Due of Mr. and Mrs. William G. in City playground competitions. a great part in this readjustment
at least for the present, odist Men's Club,
J. L. Groom, Mrs. Luther
member of the
schools,
president
was
Pickering,
of
the
was
awarded
the
Miss
Pickering
has
straight
a
come first from a new Caldwell Fish and
Stallins, Mrs. Was Fraley and
period.
To Start In Sept.
Game AssoRotary Club, and more recently Miss
Rotary Club's annual trophy as "A" average for high school
Dorothy McCollum.
people who heretofore ciation's board of
He said "we are getting off served
Princeton schools lost approxi- the
directors, a
as
principal
of
comrminity's
Cobb
outstanding
and has won superior rating in
The campaign in rural com• d little or no tax and member of the
American Legion, mately $850 of State funds this youth for 1946 at the club's district music contests, playing to a good start, with 150 renewal High School.
munities of the county is not
from those people who Forum Club and
Masonic Lodge year because of incomplete reg- ladies' night meeting Tuesday. the flute and piano. She attend- and new memberships. This is
Members of the church plan expected
to start until next
wing abnormally high and steward in
fine
but
a
children,
istration
Russell
of
lot
of
work
will
be
the Methodist
to entertain Mr. and Mrs. Brooks week,
District Governor John A. Whit- ed the Stephen Collins Foster
county
the
chairman said,
s from business and rental Church.
required
Goodaker,
officer,
attendance
to
said
reach
our
goal."
He has been a resident
and their son, Charles, with an
aker, Russellville, who was guest Music Camp, at Richmond, is
ty.
A meeting of the new board informal tea before their de- but 1,600 postcards asking doof Princeton 13 years and is well this week in urging that parents speaker, made the award.
accompanist for the Kiwanis
nations from families of the
proper administration, known in this section
Miss Pickering was voted Club and organist for the Cen- of directors is called for 1:30 parture. The pastor's plans are
as a sports lend their aid to help the City
(Please turn to back page)
d values could be adjust- official.
schools obtain their full State the oetstanding
o'clock
Saturday,
March
2,
when
not
definite,
but he expects to
member of tral Presbyterian Church, of
educational
allotment
frequent periods to take
henceplans
will
be
made
for
the com- accept a pastorate elsewhere, a
Members who attended the
Butler High's Freshman Class, which she is a member. She also
account economic trends. Thursday night
forth.
member of the church board
president of the Teen-Age Club holds membership in the Butler ing year.
meeting were
ider a ble differentiation Basil Pugh, Robert
"If parents will advise either a Girl Scout patrol
Trigg county reports 600 mem- said Tuesday.
leader 2 Forensic 'Club, the YWCA and is
Holmes, RegSupt. C. A. Horn or me in each years and now assistant
be made between pro- inald Mitchell,
Philip Mitchell,
Scout- commissioner of the Westminis- bers for the year and Christian
case of a child who will be 6 master.
used as a home or for James Keeney,
county's goal is 1,200. Mr.
George French,
ter Fellowship..
Woodall Named Police
years old by next September
ic purposes and that used
She received trophies for being
Lucian Rasco, William F. Brown,
Rotarians, their Rotary-Anna Shoulders said 350 will be a
Farmers Fill Assembly
30, we will be able to obtain Princeton's girls'
me property. In the latter, Charles
*dge
At Fredonia
tennis cham- and guests attending the meeting small number for Caldwell to
W. Glenn, Reg. 0. Catprobably
$1,000
more
of
State
Room
At All Sessions
ent should be adjusted lett, James
Frankfort, Feb. 26 — AP —
report.
Loftus, James funds next time," Mr. Goodaker pion, 1944, and badminton numbered 56.
rent income.
Governor
Willis
appointed
WalOf Conference
Shrewsbury, Joe Wilcox, Layton
said Tuesday.
ty is like land. We canter E. Woodall Monday go be
Thirty-odd counties of western
Hall, Reg Lowery, Bill Presler,
The attendance officer spent
rever take from it unless Murray
police
of
Fredonia,
succeeding Kentacky sent approximately
Sell, Russell Goodaker, several weeks last summer
Family Meat Bill
ase turn to back page)
David
E. Morgan, resigned.
500 of their representative farmHoward York, Dr. Elwood Cook, checking birth records in the
To Rise Slightly
ers here Tuesday and WednesWilliam L. Hodge, L. E. Egbert, office of the county keeper of
(By Associated Press)
day to hear sp6akers from the
Presents County's
U. K. Alumni To Form
Joe McMican, G. C. Holloway, vital statistics, in the courthouse
Washington — A 16-cent
Butler
Meets
College of Agriculture, UniverFrancis
Lige
Cook,
Edward
Kinard,
EuExhibit To Contain 100 Boosters' Club Here
For Rural Roads
here, and found a total of 87
hourly pay increase for 131,sity of Kentucky, at the annual
L. Jones, former State gene Cook, Clelland F. Carr, children who would be 6 years Tonight In Second
Fifteen former University of 2-day short
Labor Saving Devices,
000 packing-house employees
course held at the
ntative in the Legislature Ralph G. McColl/sell, Ray Wood- old and eligible to start to school
Kentucky students met with Sub-Experim
Round Game
was approved Tuesday under
ent Station. CalloGraham Says
Caldwell county, went to ruff, G. W. Salyers, Joe Weeks, last September, but when school
Helen G. King, of the UK Pub- way
the Government's new wageButler's Tigers, confident they
county had the largest deleort last week to present T. C. Pryor, Glynn Oiler, J. L. opened, 107 such children actualA Farm and Home Equipment lic Relations Department,
and
price policy, and 0.P.A. said
can
go
to
the
finals
in
the
Fifth
Show,
featuring
unty's case for rural high- Mitchell and William Palmer.
100 labor sav- Merwin Potter, of the Physical gation, 76 men attending the
ly entered the First grade, he
it would boost the family
Tuesday morning session on toing devices for the home and Education Department,
District basketball tournament,
A delegation from the Padu- said.
provement before a specat the K.
meat bill about 1½ percent.
bacco.
farm, will be held in the gym- U. building Tuesday
use committee on dirt cah Jaycee, Grady Collins, HarParents of children who will which opened last night in the
night and
This was the best attended
fact finding. He reported vey Johnson, Jimmy Thomasson, be eligible to start to school next Cadiz gymnasium,
nasium of the Easteide School heard discussion of the
Univerpractised dilshort course yet held at the
here, Monday, March 11, it was sity's program to revitalize
return that all stgns point Leland Page, Paul Abell and J. September are asked to notify igently on their home court this
iti
Mrs. Henry Sevison Is
ch more money being ap- G. Vaughn, helped the Prince- the school officials, giving birth
Princeton substation, S. J. Lowannounced by the local Exten- athletic program. A U.
week, hoping to wind up a mediK.
ated for rural road work tonians organize.
sion office this week.
ry, superintendent said, and
dates, names of children and ad- ocre season's play in a
New
Gradatim
Boosters'
President
Club
will
be
formed
blaze of
The show is being sponsored here soon, it was decided,
• current General Assemdresses in Princeton, and par- glory.
At the regular meeting of the
to much highly valuable informaan the State has ever proMr. and Mrs. Iley McGough ents' names. •
Butler met and defeated the Gradatim Club, at the home of by the Farm Labor Department help •forward the athletic plan tion on soil improvement and
of the College of Agriculture and and the University's
heretofore.
spent Monday in Evansville.
Cobb High cagers in the opening Mrs. F. T.
interests crop handling was given.
Linton Wednesday Home Economics, University of
Dean Thos. P. Cooper was
game of the district tourney afternoon,
generally. Present were Mr. and
Cubs And Parents
Feb. 20, Mrs Henry Kentucky, with the local Extenlast night and meets Francis in
Mrs. Hamil Travis, W. D. Arm- the feature speaker Wednesday
Sevison was elected president. sion office and schools cooperatShown Movie Films
strong, Mrs. Howard Rice, Mr. morning, his topic being "Agrithe second round play at 7:30 Other
newly elected officers were ing.
Motion pictures about Cubbing
and Mrs. Charles Hubbard, Mrs. culture in the Postwar Period".
tonight, with every hope of go- Mrs.
were shown at the February
Hearne Harrelson, viceThe exhibit will be open to Loyd Beck, James
ing into the final bracket against
Harvey Leech, Dr. H. L. Donovan, president of
president, and Mrs. W. D. Arm- the public from 10 o'clock mornCub Pack meeting Tuesday night
either Marion or Fredonia, for strong,
K. R. Cummins, George Pettit, the University, was prevented
sectetary and treasurer. ing to 9 at night, and is free,
in the Butler High gym by Rus- the
Joe Little, Lowery Caldwell, J. from appearing on the program
title.
truction of Princeton's for a new theater here. He said sell Effker, Scout
Mrs. Hearne Harrelson served as County Agent J. F. Graham said.
field execuScores of basketball fans from president
Graham, S. J. Lowry and G. because of the legislative hearmotion picture theater, Tony Sudekom, president of the tive. Cubmaster George Eldred
of the club last year. Average attendance at the show F.
M. Pedley.
Princeton journeyed to Cadiz
ing on University affairs now
Crescent
Company,
recently
by Manager Tom Simad- said efforts are being pushed to
in other cities has been about
Wednesday night to see the Tigers
in progress at Frankfort.
1,500, Mr. Graham said.
of the Crescent Amax.- vised him the Princeton project have all Princeton Cubs regis- start the
Acts
As
Radio
Judge
tournament. Trigg
was fourth on the company's tered for this year'and to orSays Farm Outlook Is
Mrs. Gid Shelby Pool recently
Company for this Spring, list for new
County High is considered to
construction, three ganize two new dens.
have an outside chance to gain served as one of five judges on Seeks To Speed Work
n delayed indefinitely of the concern's theaters in
Good,
Warns Of Inflation Motorists Get Extra
Tenthe finals, having finished the a radio program, "Queen For A Repairing Rural Roads
til the Nation's housing nessee having betn destroyed
Month To Buy Licenses
Dr. H. B. Price, head of the
Frankfort, Feb. 26—AP—Rep.
Greshams Guests At
m is solved there seems within
regular season's play in winning Day," originating from the Earl
(By _Apapoolato4 Press)
Department of Marketing and
recent months by fire.
Thomas
A.
Noe,
Frankfort—Kentucky moJr.,
(D-RussellCarroll
Theater in Hollywood.
stride.
chance of realization of
Finance, College of Agriculture,
"Industrial and commercial Liville Elks' Celebration
vile)
introduced
torists
a bill late Tueshave an extra month
Captain and Mrs. Pool are reuilding plan here.
University of Kentucky, was
Billie T. Gresham, district
construction won't be halted,"
to buy their automobile and
siding in Sacramento, Calif., day to speed up rural road reeral Housing Administrator Wyatt told the National Press deputy Grand Exalted Ruler
guest
speaker
of Spends Leave Here
at
Wednesday's
truck licenses.
where he is stationed in the pairs by providing that $1,000,Wyatt, former mayor of Club, "but an order now being the B. P. 0. Elks, attended the
Aviation Cadet James Lee Army Air Corps.
000 of the State Highway meeting of the Kiwanis Club. He
Governor Willis has exille, announced last week- drafted will postpone that part 69th anniversary celebration of
told
his
listeners that the outBeck, who is receiving basic
Department funds be used for
tended the deadline until
at building of "a great of it which can be deferred."
the Louisville Lodge of Elks training in primary school at
look for farming in Caldwell
that prupose.
April 1 because of what he
movie theaters" will be
Wyatt said the housing short- Saturday, Feb. 23. Mrs. Gresham the Naval Air Station, Memphis, U. K. Makes Bid
county is good for the short
termed an unavoidable delry
In the campaign to con- age will be "worse this summer was also a guest of the LouisTenn., spent last week-end with
range but warned against rising
The University of Kentucky For School Lunches
in deliverhsg registration
homes, especially for vet- than it is now and worse next ville lodge at this evert. A his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim has submitted * bid on a milWashington, Feb. 28—AP—A prices for industrial products
forms and plates to county
fall than it will be this summer," good delegation from Louisville Beck, W. Mein street.
lion-Volt X-ray machine declared Permanent program for federal and said costs of agricultural
clerks.
•
.* Ws' " because of the return of 4,800,000 will come here March 28, it
surplus by the Army. If the bid 'aid up to $115,000,000 annually production would increase. Prof.
Kentucky laid year hod
Agaidietd, Press 1104
&- more veterans, formation of new was promised, for the visit of Mrs. E. R. Brown spent last Is accepted the University plans for school lunches was approved Fordyce Ely, of the
approximately 310,000 autoColitis of
t: W?att edict families and re-establishment of the home lodge of Wade H. week-end in Hopkinsville with to use the machine
in the physics by the Senate today. Action Agriculture, also was a guest 'mobiles and 75,000 trucks.
telY postpones his plans old families.
Kemper, Grand Exalted Ruler. her daughter, Helen Brown.
department.
was taken on a voice vote.
of the club.
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Short Course Has
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Tigers Favored
For Tourney Final
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meeting ot a group of
men with the dity
Monday night, Feb. 18,
cover properly the state• de to the Council by
B. Shrewsbury, pokesthe group, he says in a
The Leader editor
, f February 25. The
full, follows:
Leader
Kentucky
r:es covering my crititax structure, w,hich
:n the last edition of
were in error: in
were incomplete. Such
,-.Delplete information
.ntly led many citizens
iw conclusions. Here
7.plete facts.
,e-acture is in reality
e We use a mythical
: of property value, a
if tax and arrive at
of tax income.
• 7.aa%an of any taxa': s a proper assess.. m a fair cash value
:silty in question. This
have.
fak assessment, the
be materially destill produce a some_ater tax income.
a person now paying his
of the tax would pay
than before; a person
than his fair share
M-Dre a person payfair share

Piton Eagle Scout Has
Part In Area Program

I

Dickie .Gregory, Princeton
Eagle Scout, led Scoters
at* the recent Area
meeting at Owensboro in
rededication to the Boy
Scout Oath. His father, R. S.
Gregory, is a member of the
Council's executive Board
for this year and W. C.
Sparks is Area vice president. W L. Mays is also
a member of the As-ti's
executive committee. There
are now ,189 Boy Scouts
in the 13-county Area Council, largest
in
number
history. , , •
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REAL AMERICANS-and their Women!
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Howard York Chosen
President Of New
• Civic Group Here •
Howard A. York, 34, city mail
carrier and World War II veteran, has been elected president
of the Pfinceton*J'unior Chamber
of Commerce.
Other officers a r e James
Shrewsbury, vice president; Bill
Presler, secretary, and Joe Wilcox, treasurer. Wilcox was temporary chairman and Shrewsbury was ten.porary secretary
while the club was oeing organized.
Dr. Elwood Cook is State di
rector for the group. Members
named to serve on the board
of directors with officers of the
chapter include Reg G. Lowery,
Russell Goodaker, lames Loftus
and Reginald Mitchell.
• The first organization meeting was held February 14 and
at that time approximately 10
men pledged membership. Others who joined the club last

News

pawrence county there will
apprOximate increase of
akes Hoy And fasture he eh,
percent ia the acreage of
50
Elie Hatter, Ednionson cosmtc. hybrid corn planted this year.
of alfalfa
a three-acre
In Allen county 3,500 pounds
, tell he sowed thre years ago
of certified alfalfa seed have
blue
of
pounds
,
,,
5
long with
been- ordered.
• seed. At the Present time,
The acreage grown to pickles
Is at least a three-fourths
Ohio county will be considerIn
of blue grass sod. Hatler
greater this year than in
ably
arm Agent Stanley Hager
when farmers sold about
1945.
to is eoneinced that sowing $10,000 worth.
best
the
A
s and alfalfa
Approximately 3,000 bushels
of
p
amour*
d
hybrid seed corn was produced
of
e.
fish good
by .16 members . of the Logan
County Hybrid Seed Corn Asion.
iaotw
socH
to sharpen household
friffeOrgits M'';.

FOURTH GROUP OF CHIL,DR,EWS
1

d

K•,„. F.,A

l.calig 130,4!ity,„ 22 4-11 clubs
Ets soma Itsumt of 1,330
numbers,
Mrs_ J W. Havens of Fletning
county successfully stored 65
heads of cabbage last fall for
whiter AM.
Thirty-two slip Covers were
made and ,49 pieces of furniture
of 11
s e refiniefied by . members
n to 7:77n*4411itin
in Christian
111 re homemakers' clubs
„:
county.
or in Liar
Twenty-it dollars; in prizes
by the Carroll
ere offe
•lounty Fat* Bui.,au to 1-H
member* who produced
cl
highest yields ' of hybrid
t

ill be no shortage Of
'here
in Fayette county this
slaw made by garden
of homemakers' clubs
d out. At a recent
Y set up these goals,
•beth Cole
4-kge111 :
rhirk)101.404

boils correctly was learned by
Gravel county homemakers at
their January meetingse
The Breathitt county agricultural council is purchasing a
plaque on which the names of
farmers growing 100 or more
bushels of corn to the acre will
be inscribed.
Omar Claypoole of Robertson
County produced 4,024 pounds
of Ky. 41A tobacco on one and
nine-tenths acres treated with
ammonium nitrate.
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A Timely,
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The motion picture Collier's Magazine says
Every American should see at Least Once A Tear!
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Spending Too Little On
County Schools Is Expensive
When Supt. Edw. F. Blackburn finished
his talk to members of the Kiwanis Club
last week on needs of the county's rural
schools, he was almost out of breath from
trying to crowd a lot of figures and facts
op this vitally important subject into a
few minutes, ahead of his time deadline.
He made it all right, but left much unsaid he would have liked to put before
the businessmen present.
According to Mr. Blackburn, "there
was a barrel of evidence to support the
claim that very large dividends are paid
on all money invested in education, I had
to leave out of my talk".
The rural school head for the county
was "selling his wares", he said; and he
did all right. In fact, some of the things
he told his listeners about conditions in
Caldwell county's county school system
were shocking; and none was anything
of which the Kiwanians could be proud.
Our people have the lowest average
family income . . . because we pay at
the lowest rate for the education of our
rural youth, Mr. Blackburn's charts and
figures proven rather conclusively. Not
long ago, The Leader published an editorial giving figures on returns to states
and nations from money invested in education. Mexico was an outstanding example, for in that country natural re,
sources are rich, money spent on education is low .. . and per capita income is
very low. Innumerable similar examples,
and the reverse, are readily at hand for
those who want to know the facts.
The Legislature is about to adopt a
new budget at Frankfort providing something like $6 million more money for
education than the highest previous appropriation the State has made. This
will not help very materially to raise edu-

cational standards in our own county
however, unless we are willing to make
a larger investment in our children's education than we are now making.
A bill passed by the present General
Assembly making it possible for county
boards of education to ask their fiscal
courts for a school assessment up to $1.60
on each $100 of property provides the
cure for most of our ills born of neglecting children of families who live outside Princeton in this county. The fiscal
court has no alternative, under the law,
to granting sucji requests.
The county has no rural high school
facilities now except those provided at
Fredonia and by the City Board, due to
the buildings at Farmersville and Cobb
having been destroyed by fire.
Decision of the County Board of Education to build a consolidated high school
in or near Princeton is at once economical and sound, for today's needs and the
future. Many duplications of space and
effort can thus be eliminated. Savings
in transportation will come. Efficiency
will be greater and progress toward elimination of outmoded practices and buildings throughout the rural school system
will be effected.
Blessings sometimes come through travail and trouble. The extremity to which
the county school system was forced because of losses by fire appears now about
to turn into a fortuitous asset, since
many of our best citizens, the County
Board of Education, the Farm Bureau,
the Kiwanis Club and other individuals
and organizations in town and county
have begun to see the light on the high
cost of neglecting the boys and girls who
must attend our county schools.

Former Governor Johnson Gains
Favor For Senate Nomination
Politicians are queer critters; and one
of their amazing characteristics is the
ability to forget unpleasant and unfavorable things incident to what they wish
to do next.
Take, for example, John A. Whittaker,
affable and experienced lieutenant of
Masse Tom Rhea, sage of the "Free State
of Logan."
Mr. Whitaker, 18 years county attorney and many times a party headquarters
stalwart, wants to run for the Senate, to
fill out the term of A. B. Happy Chandler
... but apparently he has forgotten that
his patron, Tom Rhea, bolted Chandler
over the radio after losing out in the second primary which he himself and Gov.
Ruby Laffoon fixed up in an effort to
beat the now Baseball Commissioner.
John Whitaker has been a splendid
Tom Rhea Democrat all his adult life. He
has a winning personality, he is presently
district governor of Rotary International
and has been an active civic and fraternal
worker for 20 years. He has many warm
personal friends, who would support his
candidacy in a State-wide race and he is
deserving of party favor in return for
work well done in the Democratic cause.
Yet, in putting himself forward as the
one who can unite the Democrats of Kentucky at this or any other time, he
should remember the thousands of ardent
, Happy Chandler followers who certainly
have not forgotten that the man he has
followed without reservation all these
years tried to help elect a Republican
governor when Chandler defeated him
in a primary.
It will be many years in Kentucky ere
Chandler supporters forget this; and any
, candidate close to Tom Rhea will suffer
because of that bolt.
Thornton Connell, one of the State's
best reporters and the Courier-Journal's
political writer of the day, wrote for his
paper last weekend a story indicating
Mr. Whitaker's probable entry in the
' Democratic primary for the 'United
States Senate. His story said it appeared
, Congressman Virgil Chapman would final• ly decide not to risk his sure tenure as
representative of the famous Blue Grass
district in the House. The story said other
:Democrats who might enter the Senate
race include former Governor Keen Johnson, John Y. Brown, Ben Kilgore, W. H.
May, Congressman Earle Clements and
;Barry Lee Waterfield, speaker of the Kentucky House.Of these,Keen Johnson seem,
to nuinerous western Kentuckians to be
1,110 Mitu most likely to get votes from all
10144otta of the' Democratic party and the
to most lir, fter nomination,

Clements has no desire to make the Senate race. In many quarters he is considered to be the leading contender at this
time for the party's nomination for Governor next year and it is the impression
among party leaders generally that this
is the race he wants to make.
John Y. Brown, who counts again upon
the CIO coal miners' support, was soundly
beaten by Keen Johnson in their primary
fight for the gubernatorial nomination
and, it seems reasonable to believe,
would be the loser to Johnson should
they compete for the Senate honor.
Ben Kilgore received 80,000 votes in
his race against Lyter Donaldson for the
gubernatorial nomination in 1948 and,
many observers believe, would do no better in a State-wide contest now.
Opinion in western Kentucky, since the
senatorial pot began to boil, has changed
appreciably and, replacing the almost
total lack of interest among Democrats
down here, there appears now to be a
steadily growing demand for Keen Johnson to become a candidate, as the party's
strongest vote-getter.
There is a big difference in running
for the Senate on such momentum and
with such finances as the individual candidate can put forth ... and in making
such a race as the chosen candidate of a
State administration. And, unless Messrs.
Chapman, Johnson, Brown, et al, can
muster generous financial support from
friends, each would be forced to spend
a large chunk of his own money, to make
a good showing in 120 counties.
For example, if the policy of hauling
voters to the polls, almost universally
practised in this State in recent years,
should be continued and an average of
20 cars was hired for each county, at an
average cost of $10 a car, this total would
come to $24,000! Expense of establishing
and maintaining a State headquarters
over a two-month period would come to
another sizeable sum, say about $5,000
If a minimum number of workers was on
the payroll. Add travel expense for the
candidate and speakers who might go
forth for him, printing, advertising, long
distance telephone calls, and other necessary items, and a rough idea of what this
race will coot each aspirant for the Senate
seat begins to be apparent.
With all this talk and publicity about
probable candidates for the Democratic
nomination for the Senate, no definite
declaration has as yet been made. It
begins to appear the "prominently mentioned" men are more than somewhat cautious about venturing out on the limb;
and from this rather great distance from
the scene where the king-makers like to
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POLITICAL RECONSTRUCTION, by
Karl Lowenstein (Macmillan; $O.
By W. G. Rogers
"The most common threat to
peace is the internal organization of a state which threatens
the freedom of its own people
and with it the security of its
neighbors and the world at large,"
Lowenstein declares.
He points to a lot of examples and horrible ones, in recent
history. But the democratic powers did not interfere because
they were bound by the longrevered liberal principles that
every people has the right to
rule its own roost.
"Hands off." the democracies
proclaimed righteously; hands off
within Spain, within Italy, within Japan, within Germany. Believing the patient was entitled
to enjoy his own disease, they
wouldn't lift a finger until he
ran amok.
Self-determination came into
fashion in 19th century Europe
in reply to the Holy Alliance's
attempt to prevent revolutions
from dethroning the interrelated
ruling families. But now, LowBy
P. enstein points out, it works in
reverse; it overthrows not kings,
improvement . . . especially in
democratic governments.
but
having at least one full-time
The beautiful theory which once
fireman on duty at all hours.
helped a people to cast off its
*
*
*
chains has latterly helped dictaNew industries will be invited
tors to fasten them on.
to come
Kentucky ...
to
Though Liberals won't like it,
through a fund of more than
Lowenstein advocates interven$100,000 raised by donations in
tion, the withholding of demokey cities of the State . . . And
cratic privileges from democrawho made donations? Why, the
cy's enemies, imposition of deindustries already here, in large
mocratic forms of government
part! Congratulations to the
on the defeated Axis and its
Kentucky Development Associasatellites and, no doubt, on any
tion.
other country where we think
*
*
*
we can get away with it.
After talking with two friends
"The form of internal governwho ate out at Princeton's newment determines the conduct of
est nlace last weekend, I have foreign relations," he says, and
decided I will go immediately criticizes the Atlantic Charter,
and start shaving when the lady Dumbarton Oaks and San Franwho married me begins talking cisco for adhering explicitly to
about dining somewhere; for nonintervention. World peace, he
otherwise, I won't eat.
claims, depends on an organiza* * *
tion of like governments.
I believe smart people ask adThough this study, by an Amvice to flatter their friends . . . herst professor now in Germany
but never give any gratuitously. with the U. S. legal division of
After some experience, I believe the Conttol Council, is likely to
it is better not to give advice miss a wide audience, it will
at all.
have an influential one. It is

Pennyrile Postscripts
The Leader congratulates John
Mahan upon his appointment to
this post and believes he will
make an acceptable postmaster.
We could have been as happy
as any had this plum gone to a
war veteran ... but few of
those who were at home or who
might have taken the examination by mail availed themselves
of the opportunity . . . hence, it
seems logical to assume most
were not interested.
*
*
*
Congressman Gregory thus
clears himself of charges, made
frequently in the last 3 years,
that the two examinations were
a blind because he really didn't
want to change postmasters at
Princeton. He did desire this
change and has now so demonstrated. It is our belief the appointment of young Mr. Mahan
will meet with fairly general
approval and that he will have
the good wishes and the cooperation of the public in running the postoffice.
* * *
So you think you've been having a tough time with Junior's
measles, chicken-pox, your own
flu and whatnot? Well, Babson's
Almanac, just arrived on my
desk says: March is tha worst
month for sickness!
* *
*
Too bad the new clubhouse
at the Country Club wasn't finished in time for a Valentine
party; but there's no gainsaying
that every member and the community as a whole have something to be proud of in the facilities which will center in the
new building; for no town the
size of Princeton that I know of
has anything to equal the local
setup and many much larger
would be glad to have this asset.
* *
*
The Babson Almanac also has
this to say about merchandising
in 1946:. "Manufacturers, merchandisers and other businessmen should not let down on
their newspaper advertising in
1946. Owing to the elimination
of excess profits taxes, there
may be a tendency for some advertisers to curtail. This would
be a great mistake. By any such
move advertisers could easily
lose
much of the value and
goodwill whicJi—through advertising—they hive built up during the past few years. Remember that you will need this goodwill a few years hence, when
sales fall off."
* * *
Nice night, In June,
Stars shine, big moon,
In park, on bench
With girl, in clench.
Me say, me love,
She coo, like dove.
Me smart, me fast,
Never let chance pass
Me say, get hitched,
She say Okay, woo pitch.
Wedding bells, ring, ring
Honeymoon, everything;
Another night in June,
Stars shine, big moon,
Ain't happy no more,
Carry baby, walk floor.
Wife mad, she fuss,
Me mad, me cuss.
Life me, big spot
Nagging wife, brawling brat,
Realized at last,
Me, much too fast.
(Navy Papa)
* * *
• Suburban residents near Hopkliasville
uniting in a campaign to re:se $6,000 with which
to buy a fire truck and equipment to give service outside the
city. The campaign has met
quick response, is certain of
success.
* *
*
Princeton's fire department,
under Chief Conway Lacey and
Assistant Chief Clyde Kercheval,

has made some excellent for-

By Robert Geiger
(for Jack Stertnitt)
Washington — Attorneys are
untangling thousands of Ameridecide
can soldier romances to
whether sweethearts may coltheir
lect widows' pensions and
children may be paid children's
benefits.
Under special scrutiny today
are hundreds of proxy marriages
when
to which GI Joe resorted
he was about to be shipped
overseas and wanted to marry
the hometown sweetheart he was
leaving behind.
Not a single claim arising from
an American proxy marriage
has yet been held valid by U.
S. courts, attorneys for the Veterans Administration say.
Widow and child claims also
hinge on such things as common law, polygamous and tribal
marriages as well as "affairs of
the moment."
At stake are widows' pensions
for such girls as the ones in
Great Britian that American
doughboys met and loved but
couldn't marry legally because
of war and the rules of their
before
officers,
commanding
they were off to Normandy.
"The United States is trying to
lean over backwards—nay we
sometimes fall over backwards—
in interpreting some of these
claims in favor of widows and
children," said one attorney on
the staff of Edward E. Odom,
Veterans Administration solicitor.
The claim experts, in some
cases, call a child legal but
don't recognize the marriage.
"In other words, there are no
illigitimate children; there are
only illigitimate parents," they
explain. "We don't believe in
visiting the sins of the father
upon the children."
Many British girls cannot collect widows' pensions because of
this ruling, but their children
are receiving children's benefits
from the U. S. government.
Children's benefits are paid:
1. If the marriage of a Yank
to a foreign girl was legitimate.
In such a case, the girl receives
a fascinating and brilliant exposition of a revolutionary idea.
If it is occasionally dogmatic,
probably Lowenstein anticipates
some doubly dogmatic retorts.

too.
2. If the marriage was
gitimate, but the soldi
nowledged in a casual 1
in other writing that he
father of the child; or if
ordered by court to sup
child.
3. If, lacking incl.
proof, the Veterans Ad
tor believes the child to
offspring of an American
If Great Britian an
foreign nations recogniz
mon law marriages, man
women could collect
pensions.
The VA (Veterans
tration) recognizes corn
marriages if they are leg
state where they occur.
far as VA attorneys kn
is the case only in the
States, and in only 28 s
Polygamous and trib
riages occasionally are
of claims involving wes
diens and most are dee
cording to individual
stances. Only one wife
ceive a widow's pens
her children alone are
to benefits.
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The choice pork roasts
ribs, loin and shoulder.
er half of the foreleg
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heating together /
4 cup
1
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ble boiler until thicken
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salt and beat in 11
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table fat.
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Announcing...
The Formal Opening ot
V

McGough .Paint

Peps

and

B

all Paper Store
111 W.Court Square

Saturday, March 2
When we extend a cordial invitation to the public of
this trade area to visit us and become acquainted with
the character of the Products and Service we will
offer.
Patterson-Sergeant's Paints, Varnishes and Enamels
— Imperial Washable Wallpaper.
•••••••10
AMIN,

McGOUGH PAINT & WALL PAPER STORE
THE COMPLETE PAINT STORE
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oty Agent's
Column

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

By J. F. Graham
you know that according
last school census we had
children in the county
district who should be in
, yet only 1,315 or 61 perere enrolled and that the
e daily attendance is much
you know that the average
family contributes less
12 a year to the support of
ting their children, through
rty tax? For a family with
children this would be $4.year per child.
you know that the avernnual salary for rural elery teachers of the county
y $659.61, or $12.70 a week?
average for the United
is $1,599 a year.
chers of our rural schools
have the desire to get additraining from time to time
able them to do a better job
ining your children cannot
ulate sufficient funds from
come of their profession to
. The income is not suffito pay necessary expenses
me life and provide addi1 educational training.
•r roads is the greatest hince in school attendance by
children.
studying our school records
epare a report for committee
deration in making recomations to our school board
've to building for present
future needs, we find that
bare necessities can be prowith funds available with
• ued operation of all
Is„ even with such a low
y schedule.
ne months school should be
ided, adequate facilities and
for instruction should be proand teachers should be
for their services.
hy the interest in our
Is? Knowledge is key to proRural progress will be
e in proportion to the level
education we provide our
dren. There is a direct relaip between farm income
level of education.
rs. John Short of the VicHomemakers' Club in Faycounty has collected, cleaned
mended clothing for 41
es of 11 pounds each, and
pad them to Holland.

Homemakers Plan
To Grow Gardens

Ky. farm News

In Leslie county, 22 4-H clubs
have an enrollment of 1,330
members.
Mrs. J. W. Havens of rleming
county successfully stored 85
heads of cabbage last fall for
winter use.
Thirty-two slip covers were
made and 49 pieces of furniture
refinished by members of 11
homemakers' clubs in Christian
county.
Twenty-five dollars in prizes
were offered by the Carroll
County Farm Bureau to 4-H
club members who produced
the highest yields of hybrid
corn.
Alfalfa-Grass Mixture
In Lawrence county there will
e increase of
Makes Hay And Pasture be an approximat
in the acreage of
percent
50
Elie Hatler, Edmonson county,
hybrid corn planted this year.
has a three-acre patch of alfalfa
In Allen county 3,500 pounds
which he sowed three years ago
alfalfa seed have
along with 5 pounds of blue of certified
been ordered.
grass seed. At the present time,
The acreage grown to pickles
there is at least a three-fourths
Ohio county will be considerin
stand of blue grass sod. Hatler
greater this year than in
ably
told Farm Agent Stanley Hager
1945, when farmers sold about
that he is convinced that sowing
$10,000 worth.
grasses and alfalfa is the best
Approximately 3,000 bushels
method to assure him plenty of
of hybrid seed corn was produced
hay and establitk good pasture.
by 16 members of the Logan
the seedlings have two leaves, County Hybrid Seed Corn Asand again (for the nitrate) two sociation.
How to sharpen household
weeks later.

There will be no shortage of
vegetables in Fayette county this
year if plans made by garden
leaders of homemakers' clubs
are carried out. At a recent
meeting they set up these goals,
according to Miss Elizabeth Collins, home demonstration agent:
Grow and conserve all the
food possible; plan to can from
the early garden the entire
amount ailed for in the family
canning budget; have as good a
garden in the fall as in the
spring and, for additional variety, start a bed of asparagus.

Peas, Spinach and Lettuce
Peas, spinach and lettuce have
only one point in common, that
Is, they must be started as early
as possible or they do poorly.
An excellent way to gain "earliness" is to break that portion
of the garden some time during
the winter, then bed the land
to make it drain dry enough
for seed-sowing about the last
week in February.
The vegetables should receive
the basic fertilization of 15 tons
of manure and 500 pounds of
20 percent superphosphate, plowed •under together. Or, if commercial fertilizer is to be used,
as on a cover crop, the amount
should be 1,000 pounds (4-12-8
or 5-10-5) per acre, broadcast
and plowed under. .
For peas, the seed should be
dropped in furrows 4 to 5 inches
deep, but covered only half
that depth. The furrow should be
filled when the peas have grown
a few inches above garden level.
Deep rooting of peas lengthens
their bearing time.
Walter
ARMY PRIVATE AWOL FOR FOUR YEARS —Pvt.
The best early variety is
Michalowski (left), 28, of Detroit, who went AWOL in 1942 be- Radio, a dwarf of much better
cause he "didn't want to kill," sits in Common Pleas court in quality than Alaska and better
Detroit with Judge 0. Z. 1de. The Army private surrendered to yield. The finest dwarf pea,
Sixth Service Command authorities after hiding for four years about 10 days slower than Rain the home of his parents. (AP Wirephoto)
dio, is Blue Bantam, intensely
green and the seed of large
size, excellent for freezing. Of
the "half-tall," Gradus and Laxtonian are fine, and the tall
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those Telephone has no peer, either
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost for yield or for quality, if it
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twiceallowed to fill out too
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader is not
feature. The articles are reproducol just as the Princeton reporters, much. In this connection should
shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
be named Mammoth Melting
4 Princeton, Ky. April 9, 1909. visit to his parents, Mr. and Sugar, a "salad pea" whose hulls
Miss Birch Cummins, of Daw- Mrs. P. 0. Harralson.
are excellent, but to be used
no later than just when the
son, spent Saturday and Sunday
Princeton, Ky. April 20, 1909. seeds within them form. "Salad
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Larkin s, Accompanied
Peas" can well, and are valuW. W. Cummins, at Scottsburg. his uncle, Flagman Webb Pruest,
able adjunts to the winter diet
to Evansville Saturday. He re- because of their brilliant green
1909.
9,
April
Ky.
Princeton,
ports a pleasant trip, and like color.
Little Miss Thelma and Shelby all little fellows, wants to go
For spinach and lettuce, no
Denham are spending a few days again.
are needed, but the
furrows
with their uncle, W. P. Denham,
seed is broadcast; spinach is
in the Dripping Springs commu1909.
Princeton, Ky. April 20,
barely raked in, but lettuce
nity.
-Miss Myrtie Phelps, who has seed covers itself. For early
been connected with the Leader planting, King of Denmark or
') Princeton, Ky. April 9, 1909. the last two years, has resigned
Bloomdale Savoy (or Norfolk,
Thomas R. Buttermore and Ike her position to accept the posiwhere the "yellow" disease is
Harris, popular young firemen tion as cashier of the New
suspected) are the varieties. For
L.
the
taking
are
I.
C.
of the
York bargain store. Miss Myrtie lettuce, there are Grand Rapids
and N. examination at Evans- is one of the city's cleverest'
and Simpson, heading sorts, such
ville, Ind. this week.
young ladies, and we wish her as any of the "Butter" types, or
much success in her new posi- New York or Bibb, may be used.
Princeton, Ky. April 13, 1909. tion.
Harvesting may be done to leave
George G. Harrelson, of Campplants standing 6 inches square,
days'
bell, Mo., is here for a few
Princeton, Ky. April 27, 1909. to make heads, or seedlings may
I. B. Tanner, Superintendent be set in rows 15 inches away
Water Works for I. C., is in from any other, and spaced 6 to
Louisville this week on business 8 inches in the row. As leaf
in connection with the new I. crops, these will need further
C. Depot.
fertilizing as with poultry manure, one bushel broadcast over
Princeton, Ky. April 30, 1909. 300 rquare feet, or nitrate of
son,
and
Myers
Mattie
Miss
soda, 2 pounds over the same
Frank, will leave the 30th of space. This should be done when
this month for Seattle, Wash.
to spend the summer.

tools correctly was learned by
Graves county homemakers at
their January meetingse
The Breathitt eeokity agriculrchasing a
tural council is
plaque on which th „names of
farmers growing 100 or more
bushels of corn to the acre will
be inscribed.
Omar Claypoole of Robertson
county produced 4,024 pounds
of Ky. 41A tobacco on one and
nine-tenths acres treated with
ammonium nitrate.

Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Fredonia, Ky.

NOW
SHOWING

STRONG MEN... BRAVE MEN..
REAL AMERICANS- and their Women!

ERROL FLYNN /
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Added Enjoyment!
CARTOON — "MOTHER GOOSE NIGHTMARE"
NOVELTY — "CANINE AND FELINE CAPERS"
NO. 9 "ZORRO'S BLACK WHIP"
'
SUN. &

SUTHO SUDS. INCORPORATED • INOIANAPOLIS. IND.

MON., MAR. 3 - 4 —

HERE'S THE 'HUBA, HUBA' SHOW,
SHE DOES
g

Princeton, Ky. April 30, 1909.
Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Dawson
are rejoicing over the arrival
of a fine baby girl born last
night.

ranchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola

Mlis-Chalmers
Dealer

CIIIP TOL

News From The Past

Pena-Colo Calsaaity,Long latandaty.N. Y.

m. M. YOUNG

DIFFERENTLY!
VIVIAN

BLAINE
HIT SONGS
GALORE!

4Princeton, Ky. May 7, 1909.
Cecil Moore returned Wednesday
afternoon to St. Louis, Mo. after
a brief visit to his mother and
brothers in this City.

ik

"HUM, HUM"
"011C0- CHICO"
sad idars
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Is an Important
Winter Food
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Milk builds resistance to colds . . . and Pasteurized Milk contains a wealth of invigorating food value. It contains sturdy
health, rugged health that fights off colds and other ailments.
Milk has often been called the "perfect food". . . and not without reason ... for it contains all the Vitamins and Minerals known
to be beneficial to growing children and hard working men and
women.

Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1945 will be
advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now

The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 65
Our Pasteurization process assures y9u milk at its best and purest
... Milk made safe with the only milk purifying process recognized
by medical authorities.
diVP your family Pasteurized Milk
today ... and every day!

to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution

I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your

J

EXTRA! EXTRA!
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION!
A Timely,
Important
IFIhn
Everybody
Should
See!

IIIITLER

.

VES?
1/..

LI

A Dramatic
Contribution
To Tke
Cause Of
World
Peace!

The motion picture Collier's Magazine says
Every American should see at Least Onee A Year!

COMING! MAR. 7- 8-n Charlie , mi

00 EN
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Deaths-funerals At The Churches

Homemakers News

Robert W. Luckeft

Otter Pond

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Harry Long, supt.
Morning Worship 10:55. Membership Sunday, reception of
new members, baptism of babies
Holy Communion. The
and
Children's Vested Chorus will
sing.
Youth Fellowship, "Snack" at
5:30. Bible Moving Pictures, "A
Certain Nobleman."
Evening Worship 7 o'clock.
Sermon subject: "Give Me Thy
Heart.."

Funeral services for Robert
Willis Luckett, 80, a former resident here but the last 4 years a
resident of Paducah, who died
there Thursday following a three
weeks' illness, were held at
Bethel Christian Church, Paducah, Friday afternoon. Mr. Luckett was a retired farmer.
Survivors are a son, H. T.,
Chicago; two daughters, Mrs.
Ethel LeRoy, Chicago, and Mrs.
L. L. Heater, Paducah, six grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Burial was in Bethel Cemetery,
THE CENTRAL
Paducah.'
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
Carolyn S. Mitchell
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Funeral services for Carolyn
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship
Sue Mitchell, daughter of Mr. Topic: God's Gift"
and Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell, who
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship
died Monday at her home in Topic: "Let Me Be Acceptable,
the Otter Pond community fol- Oh, Lord"
lowing a long illness, were held
at the Otter Pond Baptist Church CRIDER CUMBERLAND
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
Rev. H. M. Masters conducted
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m.
the services.
Preaching services at 11:00, by
The child was 3 years and 8
months old, and is survived by th:" pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
her parents and two brothers.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
Burial was in the church
by the pastor.
cemetery.

Mrs. Claude Bailey
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Francis Bailey, wife of Claude
Bailey, who died at her home in
the Hall community Tuesday
as a result of burns received
several weeks ago, were held
at Liberty Church, Caldwell
county. Rev. Reed Woodall conducted the services.
Mrs. Bailey is survived by her
husband, parents, and several
brothers and sisters.
Burial was in the church
cemetery.

• CAR TIRES:
6.50 x 16
6.00 x 16
Ford and Chevrolet 16" wheels and some
used truck tires in good condition.

Cornick Oil Co.

John E. Young Agt,

The

In normal times, British farmers are able to produce 40 percent of the food needed for the
nation.
LEARN SOLDIER-FATHER ISN'T COMING HOME — After
keeping the secret from them a year, Mrs. Alex Ondi, of Cleveland, 0., has told her children, Barbara, 9, and Alex Jr., 4, that
daddy isn't coming home from Germany, as they thought. Pfc.
Alex Ondi was courtmartialed and sentenced to 50 years for
failure to leave a foxhole and go on a patrol He claims he
misunderstood the command. (AP Wirephoto)

$400 Offered In Prizes
In Forestry Contest
Three prizes totaling $400 will
be given winners of the fifth
Tom Wallace Forestry Award.
The contest is open to farmforesters in Kentucky and Southern Indiana, Barry Bingham,
president of The Courier-Journal, The Louisville Times and
Radio Station WHAS, announced.
Named in honor of the editor
of The Louisville Times, one of
Natign's well Iriwwil con!efkatiofkilts, the fofltAlt Pts its
sights at stimulating constructive forestry
practices. The
contest closes midnight November 1.

Nationally famous—
HELM'S CHICKS—U. S.
Approved — Pullo r u m
Hold four
controlled
world all time records
— Immediate delivery
— Chicks now in brooders — Also booking for For First Time In Five
future—Matings contain
Years He Can Work His
Farm, Says Mr. Haynes.
hundreds of ROP males
Was Down To Only 110
from hens with official
Lbs. Regains 30 Lbs.
records f rom 200-300
Thousands of farmers and
eggs. Call for free wives are gratefully praising
Retonga, and among the latest
Brooding Bulletins,

405 Hopkinsville St.

Across from hitchyard
PRINCETON

Released by the Navy for Civilian Sale
Raincoat-Topcoat
Made to Rigid U. S. Navy
Specifications
It's the Number One Bargain of the
Season. Attractive, practical, durable
. . . until now made for the Navy for
sale in ships' stores, this all round utility
coat has special appeal to men 17 to
35, for farm, town, school, work, or
dress.
*Navy-Black in combed cotton twill outer
material, cotton cloth backing laminated with
..st Vinyl resin.

is Mr. G. N. Haynes, prominent
farm owner of Route 1, Winchester, Tennessee, who gratefully declares:
"Thanks to Retonga I am able
to work on my farm for the first
time in five years. I was down
to only 110 lbs., sharp pains ip
my arms and shoulders bothertt
me day in and day out and I
had so little strength that I
could not even look after the
farm work. I had no appetite,
and what little food I managed
to eat did not seem to give me
any strength. I suppose I took
enough laxative medicine for
sluggish elimination to stock a
drug store, and I tried one
medicine after another to get
myself built up, but finally had
to give up even trying to work.
"My wife had taken Retonga
with splendid results, and the

F

ou To Feel Well

24 hours every day, T days ivory
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
mute matter from the Mood.
If mom people were aware of how dm
kidneys must constantly remove stir.
plus hold, aeses. acida and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of schy the
whole system is upset when kidneYs fail
to function property.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
I. wrong. You may suffer nagging backtithe, headaches, disstiness, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Do's Mr? You will
be using $ medicine recommended the
country over. lloaa's stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
Wood, They contain nothing harmful.
today. Use with conlIdencs.
At as drug storm.

(1stLooses

DOAN'S Pills

seams cemented and taped.

*Absolutely waterproof.
single-breasted style,

with belted

back.
*Swagger lines, notched collar, set-in sleeves.
Self-tab on sleeves with 2-button adjustments.

Notice
The
Hopkinsville

•Slash 2-way side pockets.

*Lower tab and button on inside for full front
°Wing.
*Slit Alit in back with button closure, belt
in back.
*3 underarm vents on each side.

Burley Tobacco Market
will close
THURSDAY
MAR5,11 7, 1946.
Vary respectfully,

PrimERATED STORE

Need a

LAXATIVE
Slack-Draught is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thoroug
3-Always economic

2

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

Eddyville Road

Helm Hatchery

Roast wieners out 4;1
Marines are called leathernecks because in the early days corn popper.
of the organization a leather
stock was part of the uniform.

The real name of Lewis CarRodney S. Brown, RM2c, FreWonderdonia, Route 4, was among Ken- roll, author of "Alice in
Ludwidge
tucky men discharged from na- land" was Charles
Dodgson.
val service last week.
• • •
Clarence E. Rustin, GM3c,
Fredonia, Route 1, has been discharged from naval service at
Great Lakes, Ill.
• • •
S-Sgt. Vincent Murphy was
discharged at Camp Atterbury
February 10, after spending 38
months in service. He has returned here and is at home with
his wife and child.
• • •
Mao II
S-Sgt. Fredrick Hayes has
Priaistes. Ky.
been honorably discharged from
the Army and is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Hayes, of the Friendship community. Sergeant Hayes recently
was on duty in Tokyo.
Favorite Shoes

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE
Benefit wonderfully from famous
doctor's discovery that relieves
backache, run-down feeling due
to excess acidity in the urine
People everywhere Sr. finding amazing
relief from painful symptoms of bladder
irritation caused by excess mici.ty in the
urine. DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
acts fast on the kidneys to ease discomfort
by promoting th• flow of urine. This pur•
herbal medicine Is especially rialcons•
where bladder irritation duo to excess
acidity Is responsible for "g•tting up at
night". A carefully blended combination
of 18 herbs, roots, veget•bles, balsam; Dr.
Kilmer'• contains nothing harsh, is ohsolotoly non-habit forming. Just good ingradients that many people say have •
issorveiens elf*et.
Sand for fres, prepaid sample TODAY!
Ube thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send name and address to
Department A, Kilmer & Co., Inc., nes
1245, Stamford. Conn. Offer limited. Send
at sacs. AU druggists sell Swamp Root.

Monuments
In all price ranges.
See us before buying.

J. E. Harper
See'y & Treas.

relief it brought me was also
lbs. The pains in my muscles
are entirely relieved and I slept
restfully. The constipation is relieved and I feel better than in
ten years. Money couldn't buy
what Retonga did for me."
astonishing. I have regained 30
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of gastric juices in the stomach,
loss of appetite,yitamin B-1 deficiency and constipation. Accept
no substitute. Retonga may be
s
ob
to
trai
e ed at Dawson's Drug
—Adv.
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BLACK-DRAU
of

Boys and Girls

RED
GOOSE

CtOrge

John Davis & Son
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 86 & 425

$500.00 Damage!
For one collision — due
'HALF THE FUN

to faulty brakes.

OF HAVING F

Stop Taking
Chances!

ABLE TO WORK HE GIVES
will adjust or reRETONGA FULL CREDIT:!?, We
build your brakes—for

NEW TRUCK TIRES:
8.25 x 20
7.50 x 20
7.00 x 20

*3-button

Caldwell Service
Men Discharged

The Otter Pond Homemakers
Club met Tuesday afternoon
with Mrs. Homer Mitchell. Mrs.
W. P. Crawford had charge of
the meeting. Mrs. Claude McConnell gave a lesson in making
bound buttonholes and pocket
construction. Reports on Venezuela and Columbia were given
by Mrs. Ferd Wadlington and
Mrs. Jimmie Mitchell.
Mrs. Homer Mitchell read
"High Points," the thought for
the day, and led group
games. The program was concluded with prayer led by Mrs.
L. B. Sims. The club adjourned
to meet in March with Mrs.
Jim Neal.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames Alton Cunningham,
W. P. Crawford, Albert Hartigan, Collin Ladd, Geeorge Martin, Jr., Ray Martin, Claude
McConnell, Homer Mitchell, Jimmie Mitchell, Guy Shoulders,
L. B. Sims, Ferd Wadlington,
and Lloyd Beck.

Mrs. L. C. Lisman was
hostess Friday afternoon for the
Homemakers Club. The meeting
was conducted by the president,
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
The major project lesson,
"Bound Buttonholes," was taught
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
by Mrs. Lisman and Mrs K. P.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
Hobgood. Mrs. Arch Martin, rec9:45 a.m. Sunday School
reation leader, gave the thought
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
for the month, "High Points,"
6:45 p.m. Training Union
and led the group in games and
7:30 Evening Warship
contests. Mrs. J. H. Miller was
enrolled as a new member.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mrs. Lisman served refreshChas. P. Brooks, Pastor
ments to Mesdames W. H. Beck,
9:45 Bible School
Dennie Cash, M. Urey Lamb,
11:00 Morning Worship
Alvin Lisanby, Arch Martin, K.
7:00 Evening Worship
P. Hobgood, J. M. TicRenor, G.
The British gallon is almost U. Griffin, J. W. Little, H. R.
20 percent larger than the U. S. Travis, J. H. Miller, and N. L.
gallon.
Beck.

For Sale

*All inside

Thursday, February 2

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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a very reasonable price.
Satisfaction guaranteed
For Clutches, Rings and
Valve Tune-up, See —

RED GOOSE shoes . and so
do mothers. For parents
)(now they're not only stylish
...but wear long and
hard. And youngsters are
always comfortable
in RED GOOSE shoes.

Morse Repairs
4 ML North — PrincetonShady Grove Rd.
(HAMPTON MORSE, Mgr.)

4

1.1441"
Children go for

Free
with
Every

Exclusive at

Princeton Shoe C
Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray

MEN'S and BOYS'

Work Clothes
iltelcr.:7.1 Sanforized Shirt, F14 211t9toSileis $1.39
Our Special "3t2 og Work Shirt 1ijizteos11$1.33
Grey Covert Work Pants, 29Sitzoes42 $2.00 pre
Work Trousers to QC
Men's Blue or Tan Herringbone
vs..air pr.
Sizes 29 to 36
2 to 8
Boys' Unionalls9 HEAVYSizesPINCHECK
CLOTH $1.63
Blue Herringbone Cloth . . . $1.89
Striped Suiting, lightweight
$1.49
Boys' Blue Denim Overalls st'fz:16 $1.68
Leather Palm Wwlt Gloves 49c & 6
Cloth Gloves /56 and 39c .
▪

.

•

FINKS'SFAIR
STORE
Have More
Where Your

..

Cents'

a
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Women's Page
CK- DRA'

DeVoe
p
wedding of Miss Nokomis
and Mr. George E. DeVoe,
ook place Thursday night,
14, at the First Christian
h parsonage', Madisonville,
the Rev. Kenneth Cayce,
sting, using the single
ceremony.
• bride, the daughter of'
and Mrs. E. L. Sharp, W.
street, wore a blue suit
gray accessories. Her corwas of white gardenias.
Edith Wadlington, matron
nor, wore a gray suit and
rsage of white gardenias.
R. P. Hancock served as
man.
DeVoe is employed in
ffice of Dr. C. H. Jaggers
Mr. DeVoe, who was re/
2
discharged following 41
service in the Army, is
oyed as an investigator
the Naval Intelligence Deent, Port Hueneme, Calif„
• the couple will make their
. He is a son of Mr. and
George E. DeVoe, Sr., St.
, Mo.

Beauty And Brains!

Banquet For Band

The Band-Parents Club entertained 65 members of the Butler
Band with a banquet in the
Home Economics room of Butler
High school Thursday night,
Feb. 21.
Mrs. Thomas Winters, president of the club, directed this
social occasion, using the Valentine motif. Waitresses wore
heart-shaped aprons and table
decorations were red and white.
Gerald Winters, president of
the band, acted as master of
ceremonies, introducing officers
of the band. The program was
climaxed by an address by the
Rev. J. Lester McGee, who warned members of sour notes and
discord in their lives and to
To settle, once and for all, strive for harmony.
Other features of the enterthat age-old argument- as to
tainment were a reading by Rose
whether beauty and brains
Marilyn Beck and a piano solo
mix, we'll let the reader judge.
by Sue Farmer.
This is Ann Garst, senior at
Virginia Bowie Satterfield, forthe University of Kentucky,
mer semester band president
and member of Kappa Alpha
now attending Murray College,
Theta sorority.
was present.
Miss Garst was recently
Assisting Mrs. Winters were
elected to membership in Phi Mrs. N. H. Talley, Mrs. Frank
Beta Kappa, national scholas- Webb, Mrs. Clyde Hamby, Mrs.
ft — Mitchell
tic fraternity, which takes Ezra Franklin, Mrs. Irene Croft
. and Mrs. P. L. Pruett, only the top ten percent of
and Mrs. W. B. Davis.
the
street,
announce
home
graduating students in the
iage of their daughter, Anna College of Arts and Sciences.
erine, to Mr. Philip MitAwful how some people get Celebrates 81st Birthday
, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. all the breaks, isn't it?
Sunday, Feb. 24, relatives and
itchell, Young street, Sunfriends of Mr. Bob White met at
24,
at
the
Feb.
afternoon,
his home to celebrate his 81st
Women's Group Visits
Baptist Church. Rev. H.
birthday.
. Hatler officiated, using Outwood Veterans
A bountiful feast was served
Among persons attending a at noon. The birthday cake was
single ring ceremony.
the
bride
wedding,
bingo
party
for
her
veterans
at
Outr
presented by Mrs. Charles Dena tan wool suit with brown wood Thursday night, Feb. 21, ham.
sories. Her .corsage was of were Mary Loftus, Busch CumPresent were: Mr. and Mrs.
carnations. Miss Marjorie mins, Mary Beth Nichols, Rebe- Bob White, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Cr, maid of honor, wore an kah Henderson, Evelyn Clift, Lewis and family, Mr. and Mrs.
wool suit with black ae- Betty Sue Pruett, Mary Wilson Shell White and family, Mr. and
ries. Mr. William F. Brown Eldred, Carwin Cash, Ruth Lytle, Mrs. Clarence Sisk, Mr. and
Edna Oliver, Virginia Morgan, Mrs. Ralph Cummins and family,
d as best man.
s. Mitchell, an employe of Mrs. Harry Long and Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Lewis and
Princeton Creamery, is a Mrs. Alvin Iisanby. Musical se- family, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
ate of Butler High School lections were sung by Evlyn McGowan and son, Mr. and Mrs.
attended William Woods Col- Clift and Edna Mae Oliver, and Shell White, Jr. and family, Mr.
Fulton, Mo. Mr. Mitchell refreshments of ieecream and and Mrs. Claude McConnell, Mrs.
lso a graduate of Butler cookies were served by the Arch Hollowell, Mrs. Jodie NewSchool and was honorably group.
som, Mrs. Joe Cantrell, Miss
arged as an ensign from
Robbie White Williams, Miss
Corps
in
DecemNaval Air
Helen Hollowell, Mr. Chester
Fredonia
W.
M.
S.
He is employed by the I. C.
The Missionary Society of the Sisk, Mr. Harold Hollowell, Mr.
way Co.
First
Presbyterian Church at Hershel Holeman.
ter a wedding trip to MemOut-of-town guests were Mr.
, Tenn., the couple will be Fredonia met at the church and Mrs. Charles Denham, Mr.
Friday afternoon, Feb. 22. Miss
ome on West Main street.
Dora Young led the program on Jim Cantrell, Mrs. Bina Crawford, Miss Mary Jane Demean,
Africa and Alaska.
ertain At Dinner
Mrs. W. M. Young gave a .re- Mr. David Crawford, of Herrin,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Parr,
r. and Mrs. Charles Ratliff port in The Christian advance in
rtained with a dinner party Africa and Mrs. C. W. Dil- Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Howard
eir home on S. Jefferson worth gave a talk on An African F. Hawkins and son, Greenville.
t Thursday night. Guests Christian Writer.
Pic Barney Linton, Chattanooe Mr. and Mrs. William Rice,
Mrs. Jimmy Landis gave as
and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, ter topic, "Alaska—A Challenge." ga,. Tenn., spent last week-end
and Mrs. George Pettit, Mr.
A pot-luck dinner was served with his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
F. T. Linton, Locust street.
Mrs. John S. Mahan, Dr. to tile group.
Mrs. F. T. Linton, Mrs. R.
Ratliff, Lexington; Miss
arine Garrett, Mrs. Sarah
rs and Samuel Ratliff.

Phone 50
•

•

•

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

Miss Rudell Ward, K. U. Co.
clerk, of Hartford, who spent
the week-end with her.
Marshall Eldred, Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hobby
left last Thursday for Clinton, Ill., spent last week-end with his
where he will be emPloyed as a family here. His wife accomboilermaker with the I. C. Rail- paneid him home.
Rev. and Mrs. C. P. Brooks
way Co. Mr. Hobby was recently
discharged from the Army after and son, Charles, are spending
serving overseas in the European this week in Monroe, Ga. with
Theater. He is the son of Mr. and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. S.
Mrs. Hampton Hobby, S. Semi- Brooks.
George Greer, student at Purnary street.
due
University, Lafayette, Ind.,
Marion,
was
Mrs. Oryln Love,
is spending a vacation between
a visitor here last Thursday.
semesters with his parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart McGough,
and Mrs. Herndon Greer, S. JefFrankfort, spent last week-end
ferson street.
here with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. DunMr. and Mrs. Louis Litchfield
ford have returned to their home
and children, Frankfort, spent In Petersburg, Va., after a visit
last week-end with her parents, with Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Mr. and Mrs. Major Quisenberry, McCaslin, W. Main street.
Washington street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bodes,
Miss Laura
Kathryn
Mc- Nashville, Tenn., spent last weekGough, student at MSTC, Mur- end as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ray, spent last week-end with W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Road.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. CharMiss Sarah Goodwin, New AlCarel Gimbel (above), daugh- her
Mc-Gough, N. Jefferson bany, Ind., spent last week-end
les
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
street.
here with her parents, Mr. and
Gimbel of Greenwich, Conn.,
Miss Virginia Bowie Satter- Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinswas married at Sea Island, Ga.,
field, student at MSTC, Murrdy, ville street.
to Hank Greenberg, Detroit
spent last week-end with her
Capt. George lillliot Hawkins,
Tigers baseball star, it was
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Glendale, spent Sunday here.
announced by the bride's parSatterfield, Morgan Avenue.
Aubrey Childress, Louisville,
ents. Miss Gimbel is the formMrs. R. B. Ratliff returned to
er wife of Edward Lasker. Lexington Friday after several spent last week-end with his
mother, Mrs. W. W. Childress,
(AP Wirephoto)
days' visit with Miss Mary Wil- Eagle street.
Main
street.
She
son Eldred, W.
Gus Kortecht, Louisville, spent
is employed there with the Vet- last week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
erans' Administration.
Dique Eldred and family, W.
Mrs. Gene Taylor, Mr. Walter Main street.
and
Mojors,
Miss
Charlotte
Pool
Mr. and Mrs. William Farmer
Rumsey Taylor and sons, Bob
spent last
Lane, Route 1, on the birth of a Gid Shelby Pool, Jr.,
and Fred, and Johnny HarrelThursday in Madisonville with son are attending the Southson, Milton Lee, February 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Pyron Dunbar. Mr. aestern Conference Basketball
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Chestain Murray, Dunbar is recuperating from an tourney in Louisville.
Cherry street, on the birth of a appendectomy.
Marshall Polk Eldred, Jr., will
Mrs. Joe P. Wilcox and little leave Thursday for his home in
daughter, Veronica June, Februdaughter, Donna Jeane, have re- Louisville, following
a two
ary 18.
turned from a three weeks' months' stay with his grandMr. and Mrs. Otho Elbert visit with relatives in Detroit, mother, Mrs. Henry Hale, Maple
Storms, Cobb, Route 1, on the Mich.
Avenue, and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConbirth of a son, James Norris,
Mrs. Henry C. Lester spent
nell, Henderson, are the guests ast week-end in Louisville where
February 22.
of Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough, she was met by her neice, Miss
N. Jefferson street.
Patsy Walters, student at
So-Sew Club
Mrs. Al Thomas Page was a
The So-Sew Club met at the visitor in Hopkinsville Monday. Georgetown College, Georgetown, and Miss Anna French,
home of Mrs. Hugh S. Skees, N.
Mrs. James McLean has reSeminary street, Tuesday after- turned from Beaver Dam where student at Trahsylvania, Lexington, who were entertained
noon, Feb. 18.
she served as a relief clerk for
Members present were Mes- the K. U. Co. the last month. by Mrs. Lester during the weekHale, Delmar She was accompanied home by end.
dames Harry
Miss Patti Pickering arrived
Shortt, Raymond Brown, J. H.
Wednesday via plane from Los
Stinebaugh, Robert Parsle y, course to the group.
The next meeting will be held Angeles, Calif. for a visit with
Frank Wilson and C. E. Kercheval. Visitors were Mesdames Auta March 5, at the home of Mrs. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. WilDelmar Shortt, 513 Franklin liam G. Piakering and family,
Ladd and R. L. Putman.
Locust street.
The hostess served a dessert street.

Weds Hank Greenber
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to achieve that Wicarson look .... you must have a hat for
the mood

HATS
FOR GAIETY
flowers atop the hat ... a never
changing

fashion,

1or

early

spring.., you'll find some lovelies at Wicarson hat bar.

exclusively yours

wicarson
(Incorporated)
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The Leader
Congratulates

'lucky Lief
You'll be stakato IT :5

Santniters7
esingirta Onnthaefs
charm up to date...pet&
coot flounces highlighted
with loopy 0st softest
Rufflin rayon shantung!
Mighty sweet bows, west
frosted shades of aqua,
Pink eslimsi Six•s9io1.5.
$7.50

FEMININE
FRILLS
GILD
ecoter

aelte3

ner Party
r. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
rtained with a dinner party
their home on Eddyville
d Friday night, Feb. 22, in
or of their guests, Mr. and
. A. B. Rodes, Nashville.
ner guests were Mr. and Mrs.
MeGough, Mr. and Mrs.
rge Eldred, Miss Mary WilEldred, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor,
. Marshall Eldred, Miss
harine Garrett, Mr. and Mrs.
cean M. Pedley, and Mr.
Gates, Cincinnati, 0.

twatiening the
owes Clarmeaset
Going sound to dram warty mem:
6no f•minin• errea...atbroidored
scallops that mato gsots think of,tool
ocean wave*,Glaspun toyonin spring
ri
cusitce sse Igoe•••
gray. wolt
S4so9.10
beltdhs

BABY CHICKS
and

STARTED CHICKS
U. S. APPROVED
LLORUM CONTROLLED
READY FOR DELIVERY
ACE YOUR ORDER NOW

Pennyrile Hatchery
2 W. 7th St.

Phone 604

' and MRS. H. B. RAKER,
Managers
Hopkinsville, ICy.

them in your favorite magazines

for

The shape of spring to come is best seen in your
new suit and coat. Be feminine, alluring this
spring by selecting your spring-best suit and
coat in the new, different softly rounded silhouette. See our collection today!

omen's
ear

See our selection of Betty Rose and Printzess
garments.

icarson

incorporated

exclusively yours
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Town Keeps General
Eisenhower's Birthplace
' (BY Jack Rutledge)
In the foreword of his broad ernize the basic law of the state.
z
AP Nawettiaturea)
report on education in Kentucky,
A vote was taken in 1884, with
Denison, Tex. — Gen. Dwight
p. Eisenhower is expected to go
Dr. Maurince F. Seay, of the only 73,704 out of 188,173 voting
down in history with WashingUniversity of Kentucky says:
for a Constitution Convention.
ton and Lee as one of the great
"Whenever I leave Kentucky, That made the case seem almost
American generals of all time,
any friends outside the state re- hopeless. But the proponents of
and Denison is wasting no time
mind me that Kentucky is fa- change were not quitters. In 1887
in converting his birthplace into
mous—famous for beautiful wo- they won, 162,577 to 49,795, with
a shrine.
fast
men,
horses, good whiskey 65,956 not voting at all.
Gen. Eisenhower was born
and ignorant people . . . My only
No such indifference is exhere Oct. 14, 1890, in a neat
comeback is, we.are good people, pected when the people vote on
white frame house a few yards
from good stock, sons and daugh- the next Constitutional Convenfrom the railroad
where his
ters and cousins of the people tion.
father worked.
who built America.
Brann, the iconoclast, widely
It was in the best part of
"After I have said that, I have scandal sheet editor, was a man
town then.
known four decades ago as a
a flat feeling."
Across the street was the mayman of culture when he wasn't
Don't we all?
or's home.
somebody's
private
attacking
busy
Slavery was legal under the
Next door was the house of
Kentucky constitution for twen- life. In a sober discussion of
a prominent lumber dealer.
said
Brann
a
noforms,
literary
ty-seven years after the EmanciBoth have burned since then,
pation Proclamation. We got vel is a short story padded. By
but
the Eisenhower home still
around to abolishing it in 1801, the same line of reasoning most
stands in the center of two
when our present outmoded con- newspaper editorials take
large lots six blocks from the
around eight hundred words to
stitution was adopted.
center of town.
you
the
could
editor
what
tell
For many years an enlightened
A civic committee has bought
were
forty
if
say
he
words
in
minority clamored for a new cont h e six-room
one-and-a-half
not
afraid
hand
the
to
you
stitution, to replace the 1850 editruth in the raw.
RECOVER VICE ADM. WILKINSON'S BODY — Rescue work- story home for $3,000 and will
tion, but the masses were not
Also in the same line of ers bring body of Vice Adm. Theodore S. Wilkinson of Wash- repair and restore it to its oriinterested. As Eli Brown, III, in
ginal appearance.
reasoning I seem to be doing ington to surface in Norfolk, Va., after a diver had
recovered
his recent report on the present
Furniture of the 1890s will be
some padding myself, but the it from his automobile which plunged into the
Elizabeth river
constitution, written for the Com- foregoing
used.
wordage serves as a off the end of a Norfolk-Portsmouth ferryboat
less than two
mittee for Kentucky, says, is was preface to something
The living room, bedroom, dinimportant.
ignorance and lethargy rather J. T. Alton, president of the hours earlier. (AP Wirephoto)
ing room and kitchen will be
than any pronounced opposition Kentucky Educational
Associa- nation will be turned upon the
typical of the '90s, even to the
that blocked enlightened political tion and principal of the Vine little Hardin county town.
leaders in their efforts to mod- Grove community school in
Yank Coaches Cagers
In all the broad program of
Hardin county, had material betterment planned for the state
Norfolk, Va. AP Bud Meenough about what modern rural by the Committee for Kentucky,
theny, Yankee rightfielder, is
education ought to be to make local leadership is going to be
By Francis E. Braden
the basketball coach at Maury
(AP Newsfeatures)
a 700-page book, and he has even more important than enablHigh Cchool here. Last year his
Oklahoma City — GI ingenu- cagers won a divisional title and
IMNIMesis,Tes.Went Fast condensed it all in seven pages ing legislation. Which fact recalls
lise. k Is true. them le • ask of typewritten matter. Mr. Al- S story about Dixie village, my ity — credited by many generals' reached the semi-finals
in the
redicesed Mould caned
kigni
thin dries OD Oktor5O0 ton gives due credit to the entire habitat, when I was six years with being one of America's state championship playoff.
Mit MOW to toms and RUM.'
NOB
Then Irist=ed as- Vine Grove faculty for helping old. The only excuse for
a pub- most potent weapons of war —
ide
Ned applikd
to draft the program.
lic school was a little one-room has been turned loose against the fireplace being added. Fuel for
Thee eggs
geodes Xreso sud
If the Vine Grove school affair two miles away. A public- housing shortage in Oklahoma the fireplace will come from sevdens tai
as
eral large cottonwood trees felled
achieves one-fourth of the things spirited country physician, the City.
. =ad"
get d his
sow saassur
Ask in. Ilikones tOJOY.
set forth in its blueprint of late Dr. J. R. Sigler, conceived
Unable to find suitable homes, to clear the lot.
"Work is going forward on the
progress the eyes of the whole the idea of establishing a com- a group of veterans of World
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
bined grade and high school. A War II decided to form their incorporation papers," said Harold Brand, president, and we
new building had to be erected, own building company and build
good teachers had to be employ- their homes themselves. They are going to get started building
ed, and there were no funds will incoporate as Veterans As- some homes as soon as we can
get organized."
available for the undertaking. sociated.
Under the plan, the corporaThey gathered together — 100
A district had to be laid out
and a special tax voted. Practi- strong — and cleared a former tion will be operated like a prically all property owners were downtown parking lot for their vate business except that all
labor will be recruited from
tight-fisted farmers with little office.
Accumulated rubbish, a couple among former servicemen who
book learning. These farmers
had to be sold on the Sigler plan, of old buildings and wrecked will be paid prevailing wages,
and the good doctor did the automobiles disappeared in no plus a bonus for all houses comtime as the former servicemen, pleted.
merchandizing.

Veterans Build
For Future

Jr Distinguished Service
in the.Relds

1

AD AWARDS been given for
distinguished service on the
H
borne Irons, the overalls of many
a Southern farmer would today be
decorated with service-ribbons.
Handicapped by shortages of labor and machinery, he produced
record yields of food and farm
crops in the critical war years
when they were needed most! He
did this by working harder and
longer—and by care of machinery
whicb\could not be replaced.
Nilee has come—but new trac.
tors, trucks and machinery are still
hard to get. You'll very probably
have to nurse your old machinery
through another trying season.
Your Standard Oil man can help
you with this. Not alone by supplying you with dependable lubricants that will give longer, more
useful life to your machinery—but
by furnishing you with a LubricaSTAN ILAN

tion Chart tailor-made for your
own make and model of tractor.
You'll find the Standard Oil man
serving your community a good
man to know. He's friendly and
helpful. Like the dependable products he sells, he's been a -Stand-by"
to thousands of Southern farm
homes for many, many years.
Fall LUIRICATION CHARTS
AND FARM ALMANAC
Ask your Standard Oil man
for a copy of his new 1946
Paean Almanac .. and for
• Lubrication
Chart — tailor'
an • d
CO VON/
mew model tractor, that takes
t h• guesswork
out of tractor
lubrication.

STANDARD

OIL COMPANY

incorporated in Kenrucky

OIL STAMW.IntS
.FOR THE FARM

Stoedord Traitor Firel • Standard Diesel Fuel • Crown end Crowit Intro Oasellnes
Fireproof Kerosene • Atebiloll and Esse Meter Oils • Standard Lubricants and Mobil'mew • Atlas Tires, Batteries end Accessories • Mks Axle Grease • hiebIlsole
Sarah. Newness 011 • Ittreko Belt Dressing • Flit Nouseheld Spray • Nit Suriore
Spray (5% D.D.S.)• Standard Household 011 • Pare•vax • Kris Disinfectant

The school house was built,
good teachers employed, and in
a year or two, parents in nearby counties were sending "day
scholars" to Dixie. For fifteen
years the Dixie school set an
example for other communities.
Then Sigler moved away, leaving
us without a leader. Well, that
was just too bad for Dixie . . .
Just goes to show that enthusiastic support from every phase
of community life will be vitally
needed if the Committee for
Kentucky is to succeed in its
plans.

Georgia Shows How
To Balance A Budget
Atlanta— (IF) —It's the firs
time and it may be' the last
points out State Auditor B. E
Thrasher, Jr., but Georgia '
completely out of debt.
Never before has the state
had reserves to apply in ful
payment of bonds and other obli
gations maturing at a fUtur
data.
The state's peak debt was o
Dec. 31, 1940, Thrasher,,said
253,170,146. BY last December
31, the debt had been completely
eliminated.
Now the state has a current
cash surplus of 6591,230, which,
together with sinking fund reserves of more than 621,090,000,
will completely liquidate obligations now outstanding.

..f.M1010-fROBIETETErOlNig&SP

CARLOAD OF
Red Steer Fertilizer

including former officers, army
privates, marines, sailors and
seabees went to work. The job,
which leaders estimated would
take two days, was finished by
noon of the first day.
A large quonset hut was put
up on the lot to serve as the
office — all by the GI'S with
no outside help. The tools were
borrowed, the office site loaned
by an Oklahoma City business
firm.
Plans call for remodeling of
the quonsct hut with a limestone front and a big limestone

SAVE
ON
HMIS
TIMMS
MHO PARTS
IIATTION4
PAINTS

Western
Auto
Associate
Store

Every •

Phone 212

Princeton, Hy

When in
Hopkinsville
visit
The Store for
Fashionable Women

Carl's
910 S. Main St.

r!
:'
!e.:

Insurance Agency
Established
1907

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,

Dead Animals
WANTED
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call In your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.

If you need tame aura mousy
to help pay your income tex—
as oftu• taxes—corns M or
phone for a loan new. Cash
advanced for tills or any other
need or emergency. Misfit,
private iervki.

COME IN NOW AND GIVE US
YOUR ORDER

RESHAM BROS.
• yville

niersiate
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky
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Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton, K

Phone 442-J
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SHORTT& PRUETT
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Electrical Contractor
REPAIR WORK
113 Market Street
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Come and See
OUR MODERN MONUMENT WORKS

The best equipment is here and we have the marble on hand for your
inspection.

See What You Buy-- Be Satisfied
Before The Stone is Cut!
We are able to make delivery of your monument promptly — made
exactly to your desires.
Mr. W. R. Allen, for 25 years an expert in this business and a
stone cutter of recognized ability, is now actively in charge of this
business in Princeton. He is fully experienced and able to meet all
your requirements and to design your monument as you desire it.

Please See Us Before You Buy A Monument
We Invite Your Inspection
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716 BAGS 18 PERCENT PHOSPHATE -

lad Phone 3221

ttt

Li

563 BAGS 3-9-6
TOBACCO GROWER

C. A. Woodall

Salisbury, Md. —AP— When
Maryland state police advised
Avery W. Hall that his stolen
automobile had been located in

Folkestone, Ga., the Sal
businessman doubted that
go south to claim it. The ma
was abandoned on a ra
track, and a train cut it vi
In half.

Goad %Mt
Item
Oil
Guaranteed

(1279 BAGS)

Has Been Received

kitchen utensils.
Miss Jennie Jackson, a school
teacher who bounced Eisenhower on her knees when he was a
baby; is in charge of the restoration.
It is hoped that many of the
general's personal articles will
be on display for posterity.
At present, relics and souvenirs of World Wars I and II
are being gathered.
The shrine is a civic project.
Money is being raised through
public subscription. All civic
clubs are cooperating.
School children are donating
pennies and nickels. The home
has been deeded to the city of
Denison.
A permanent committee will
be appointed to improve and
maintain the property as a
shrine. It will be the responsibility of the city to see that it
is done properly.
Denison hopes to have the restoration completed by the time
Gen. Eisenhower visits his birthplace this spring.
The date has been set tentatively for April.
It will be his first return. to
the city of his birth.

Adding Injury To Insult

John Davis & Son
Monuments of Quality
Established 1882
Telephones 96 & 425

J. D. KEENEY, Owner

Princeton, Ky.

W. R. ALLEN, Manager
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Disease-Resistant ,
Tobaccos Pay Well

family Sunday.

'hue'to d4
. Interment was
This community extends sym- home' last Tuesday. Death was
pathy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank in Meeks cemetery.
By Mrs. W. . Cartwright
When Wendell Van Hoose of
Miss Mary Lou White and Mrs.
Mrs. Dewey Fletcher and lit- Lane and family in the death
Johnson county lost an estipeen and Bob Taylor
tle son have been spending a few of their little six-months-old W. M. Cartwright were shopmated $4,000 fruit crop from a
Reporters
days with J. T. White and family. daughter which occured at their ping in Hopkinsville Tuesday.
heavy frost and freeze in April,
The measles epidemic which
1945, he decided to try tobacco
week a special course as a cash crop, he told Farm
has prevailed for the last three
weeks has subsided and the
offered to Butler students Agent Carl H. Lay.
mu no pa are now reported
On one and six-tenths acres,
•n Topics. The course,
throughout the community.
will be taught by men Van Hoose applied 3,200 pounds
The interior of our school
omen of the city, wilt of 3-9-6 fertilizer and 1,000
. . . Have you realized that your building costs
building is being artistically decpounds of 20 percent phosphate
veral weeks.
• • •
before the land was plowed.
orated with a new coat of paint
by Mr. Towery.
have risen from 30% to 60%? Did you inst the bleachers for the Three hundred pounds of amMr. and Mrs. David Mitchell
ye come. They have been monium nitrate were applied
and son, Gaydun, have recovered
• since November and as a side dressing.
crease your insurance to cover this increase?
His total yield of Ky. 16 and
from measles.
got here for the last
Several of our farmers went
The capacity of the Ky. 41A tobacco was 3, 998
pounds, which tie sold for $1,over to Evansville last Monday
rs is 180.
952.74, or an average of $1,220.• . •
on business.
Mrs. Omer Cook has been in
Butlerites were enter- 46 per acre.
Princeton several days visiting
last Saturday night when
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
her daughter, Mrs.. Ola May
iger Den had a Bingo Tusk Luck
Prowell.
The club was decorated
111 W. Market St
PHONE 81
PRINCETON, KYLusaka, Northern Rhodesia—
Mr. and Mrs. David Mitcheit
tely, and many prizes (in—During 1945 more than 27,and Mrs. Allie Hale were visitwon.
000 pounds of ivory, worth $44,ing in Hopkinsville last week.
500, was taken from 695 eleMr. Edd DeBoe, who has been
. Elephants are a
-six of the approximately phants killed.
PROBLEM—HOW TO GET IT DOWN— This bulldozer belonging to city of Dallas ran away a patient at Princeton Hospital
des of geese, ducks and crop menace in Northern Rho- from a vacant lot
where it was parked, smashed the corner of a house and climbed on top of for the last three months has
are found in the United desia, and a shortage of rifles L. P. Sims'
auto (above). Problem is, how to get it down. Police Sgt., D. J. Cameron said youths been removed to the home of
has handicapped control.
playing on the machine started the motor, accid entally slipped it in gear. Men in picture are un- his son here. Mr. DeBoe has
identified. (AP Wirephoto)
been suffering from an infection which resulted in the amputaticin of both feet. He is
recovering.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCorBy Miss Nola Wilson
for Grove Center, where they mick and children, Mrs. Loel
By Dorothy Brasher
SOW MITCHELL'S DEPENDABLE FIELD SEED
There was a very good crowd
Miss Dora Young and Mrs. will make their home.
Hale and children and Mrs.
at church Sunday. Rev. Henry
OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE AT THIS TIME
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts, Howard Pickering and children
J. B. Sory were in Madisonville
Rowland has accepted the church
Headquarters opposite R. R. Depot
Saturday.
of Camp Breckinridge, were the were guests of Mrs. W. M.
for this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby spent week-end guests of Mr. and Cartwright Sunday . afternoon.
Alfalfa
in Princeton Hotel
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rogers
Monday in Evansville.
Mrs. Lee Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Vickery
(Oklahoma Approved) Stock Limited
a
visited Mr..and Mrs. Carl RoCourteous Treatment and Efficient Service Guaranteed
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Parr and and
family were
week-end
gers Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Lester Young were Mr. family left last week for Blue guests of Mr. and Mrs. Otho
Mrs. William Robinson has
Red Clover
and Mrs. J. C. Turley and sons, Springs, Mo., where they in- Storms and family.
been suffering from neuritis the
(Northern Grown)
Joe and Ray; Miss Letha Tucker, tend to make their home.
R. P. Andrews and wife who
last week.
of Morganfield, and Mr. and
T-5 Lawrence Blackburn of the recently sold their farm here,
Mrs. Clifton Holloman is ill of
Mrs. Basil Tucker, of Sullivan.
U. S. Army, has been discharged have gone to Detroit to reside.
Korean Lespedeza
flu.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jen- at Atterbury and is now at
David Mitchell has been takR. (Dick) MORSE, Supervisor
No. 1 and No. 2
Mr. Alex Ashby is very ill
nings, of Carrollton, were week- home in Fredonia. He has spent ing treatments from a specialist
with heart trouble.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus 38 months in the Army.
in Hopkinsville for an ear inMesdames Gertie Cortner, Fe- Coore.
Sweet Clover
faction, after effects of measles.
lix Mitchell, Press Lilly, and
ellilemsammasswassamesameamaeme
Quertermous, FClc,
James
Most tobacco crops in this
Mrs. Miles spent Friday after- U. S. Navy, is spending a leave
community have been delivered.
noon with Mrs. Merl Keller.
White Dutch Clover
at home with his mother, Mrs.
Good prices have so stimulated
Mr. Harlan Hart, of Princeton, John Quertermous.
the activities of the growers,
Miss Robinson, of Wallonia, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moore
Timothy
they are now hustling around
and Mrs. Garland Hart, of Cobb, and son, Edwin, left last week
about plant beds for another
and Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Keller
crop.
and daughter, Anna Lee, of Glad To See Firemen
Red Top
J. T. White and son, Glenn,
Hopkinsville, attended church
we have the new
were
in Dawson Springs last
But It Was Her House
here Sunday.
ars reasons why tanners order sad pleat BROADBENT'S HAAR SRA
Saturday.
Kentucky Blue Grass
Murphysboro, Ill.— AP —Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy P'Pool
r after year.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alexand children, Jimmie and Judy Myrtle Camden, busily fighting
In county corn fish BROADBENT'S Hybrids ars ocaalsket wilassar,
ander and daughter, Fredabell,
on display!
with rarnarkably high yields.
Ann, and Mr. Jenkins and Mr. a grass fire in her yard here
Tobacco Seed
were guests of J. T. White and
P'Pool, of Dripping Springs. call- armed only with a pair of gloves,
BROADBENT'S corn is artificially dried to Ware Neil Toby ead
(Burley) No. 16 White and 41-A
germination.
ed at Miss Nola Wilson's Satur- breathed a sigh of relief as she
Governor's
approaching
sirens
of
fire
heard
Machine
day night.
BROADBENT'S corn is graded for width', **Jason, h.q5 and
Ammonium Nitrate and Vigoro
gravity—which r•sulfs in 'Iscariot quality rued high steadassis.
Runs On Kerosene
Mrs. Gertie Cortner spent last trucks. But, the firemen sped
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. past her and dashed toward her
Richmond, Va., —AP— Gov.
SENT'S Certified Yellow Varieties ere Ky. YI02, Ky. TIM sad LW
house. Engrossed with the grass
Plant Bed Fertilizer
William M. Tuck of Virginia can
BENT'S Certified White Varieties are Ky. 69, Ky. 721I aad Ky. Me. Felix Mitchell.
we're taking
testify that kerosene is a satisMr.
and
Mrs.
Press Lilly, Mrs. blaze, she failed to notice flames
DBENT'S Hybrid corn is grown in Kentucky and Is especially adapted te
orders!
Ruby Fuller and children, Linda licking along her roof.
factory substitute motor fuel, in
ky growing and soil conditions. Boy BROADBENT'S Hybrid seed owls hem
an emergency.
Joyce and Wanda Fay, spent visited Mr. and Mrs. Carl RoTwenty miles from Richmond,
Sunday with Mrs. Annie Rogers gers Sunday aftern000n.
and family.
the gubernatorial automobile ran
Mrs. Gertie Cortner spent MonMr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and day with Miss Nola Wilson.
out of gasoline and the nearest
Princeton, Ky.
sons spent Sunday with Mr. and
service station had none. The
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond HensPrinceton, Hy.
Mrs. N. I. Teasley, near Prince- ley spent Sunday with Mr.
governor settled for a gallon of
ton.
kerosene, which enabled the car
Clarence Farris and family at
Princeton, Ky.
Rev. Henry Rowland and Mr. Chappel.
Phone 242
NOW—IT'S PLYMOUTH! to reach another station and fill
Bill Barnes were dinner guests
up with gas.
of Mr. Edd Gresham Sunday.
Everybody reads The Leader!
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Oden
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Announcing
The return to our shop of

DEMONSTRATION
IT'S NEVI
SENSATIONAL
ITS

Robert C. Morse

AT OUR STORE

After serving with the U.S. Army

ON THE
DEMONSTRATION DATE

the last 3 years

(SHOWN BELOW)

04

there will be a
BPS COLOR EXPERT
to show you tho

many advantages of

.0011111111/
1
4

"Bob", well known as an expert on automobile

BPS FLATLUX

Made with OIL—Not a Water Paint
One Coat Covers Wallpaper and other Interior Surfaces
Easy to Apply • Quick to Dry • No Disagreeable Odor
Use the Room Same Day • Covers Water-Thinned Paints
NOT A FAD—FLATLUX is a thoroughly tested
OIL PAINT that can be repainted at any time
monstration Date

Saturday, March 2
cGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

We're working mighty hard these days on a big
job we've got to deliver—our $300,000,000 expansion program. It's an all embracing program that
will provide better telephone service and telephones for all who want them.
The job ahead of us is one that must be handled
with care. The vast sum of money involved places
a heavy responsibility on both management and
employees. It will be spent wisely and cautiously
and with the same care that has always characterized your Telephone Canpany's operations.
There is also the responsibility of maintaining
adequate earnings so that the funds needed to build
more telephone facilities can be secured. The
money will have to come,as it has in the past,from
thrifty people putting their bard earned cash in
fee 'Tetepbbiut Coinpany:'Ear'Unreel They intIte
confidence in the safety of their investment and
feel assured of a reasonable return on that investment, new funds for future telephone expansion
will not be forthcoming.
So it is easy to see that telephone earnings have
a direct bearing on the future of telephone service.

The Complete Paint Store
W. Court square

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 762

SMITHSON I'll 111.11PNONI AND TILIORAPN COMPANY
laii•rp•r•••if

BODY and FENDER
repairs, is ready to serve you again at his old stand.

It will be some time before NEW cars will be available
for everybody. Let us help I you keep your old car running and looking well.
•

lowland Motor Co.
Phone 628

S. Jefferson St.

40.1Pro
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The current issue of "In Kentucky," quarterly publication of
the Division of Publicity, Department of Conservation, contains many beautiful winter
scenes, in addition to 14 articles
of State and historical interest.
A splendid likeness of Abraham Lincoln appears on the
cover, and a distinctive full
page picture of the Lincoln
Memorial, near Hodgenville, is
also presented.
Among the stories are "Pioneer
Trails Group to Mark Wilderness Road," by Robert L. Kincaid; 'The Pisgah Presbyterian
Church," by W. D. Shewmaker;
"Unique Architecture Found in
State's Pioneer Homes," by Dr.
Thomas D. Clark; "Burgoo Making a Popular Institution in Kentucky," by J. Winston Coleman,
Jr.; "Frozen Food Industry Serving Many Kentuckians," by
Susan Hudson Sayers; "Annual
State Fox Hunt in Nicholas
County," by Paul Brannon, and
Reconverts to
"Old Centre
Peacetime Production," by Mildred Porter Cleaves.
Other articles in the Winter
issue include an account of 105th
anniversary celebration of Newport-Campbell Count y, the
Thoroughbred Club dinner honoring Major Louis Beard, Kentucky's gridiron greats at the
United States Military Academy,
activities of the Committee for
Kentucky, how royalties from
municipal oil wells have helped
Uniontown, the history of the

Port Chester, N.
paraThomas, 36, a discharged
jumptrooper, dreamed that his
d to
master gave the comman

By Sue Brown
Dorothy Asher, of Murray
College, spent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

"jump.'
his
Asleep, he jumped from
window,
bedroom
-floor
second
lenrrow
plunging 30 feet into a
closed ally way.
sumUnhurt, but clad only in
into
mer pajamas, Thomas yelled
until his
the near-zero night
,
landlady threw some blankets
rescue.
his
pending
to
Firemen worked 45 minutes
cup of
get him out. Then, over a
-soldier
steaming coffee, the ex
said:
the
"I could swear I heard
"
'jump'
yell
t
sergean

R. L. Asher.
Mrs. Byrch McChesney spent
last week-end with Mrs. Harriet Farley.
Pauline Sheridan spent Thursday night with Patty Gene Oliver.
Marlene Brown spent Wedr sday night with Nancy Phelps,
le
Fredonia.
Louise Hobby spent Friday
night with Barbara George and
attended the ball game in Hopkinsville.
Louise Mitchell spent Wednesday night with Allemagne

HIS SALARY, $1166 A WEEK
— Happy over a good business
Bobby
nine-year-old
deal,
Driscoll leaves a superior court
judge's chamber in Los Angeles, Calif, after getting apiiroval of his $300 a week movie contract. Bobby, who has
already appeared in nine films,
says he's going to save his
money and become a "G-Man."
(AP Wirephoto)
Kentucky Unemployment Compensation Commission, which is
observing its tenth anniversary,
and negotiations completed by
the State with the federal government for transfer of the $5,000,000 Boyle-Mercer Psychiatric Hospital.

NOW AVAILABLE

t,t1.4,10400,

Ex-Paratrooper Jumps
30 Feet In His Sleep
Y.--(R)—Tom

Farmersyille News

Winter Issue Of
Ky. Magazine Out

'""

Nitroglycerine was invented in
orse.
Sue Brown and Louise Ray
1846 by Ascanio Sobrero.
spent Sunday with Mrs. Harriet Farley.
Miss Sue Pippin, of Paducah,
spent Sunday with Allemagne
win.
t of Poison
ref illissenfor
Subsea. Mb*
Morse.
aorman. PrIalay Milk IllymiyabY
MAO.
Muir
spent
Tyrie
Ski..
Pat
Mrs.
Mg
Ilvosty
Mr. and
ow /balky nab, Tired
Scalp
Q0I
Wise.
Watson.
Amobblas
Sunday with Mrs. Dema
"bob A *bons..
bulb POO
▪ wayebors IS. be byAla.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ray, of
Labersitalma. Iller•bee.
Fredonia, spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Morse.
Mr, and Mrs. Tinsley Drennen
Schnell carries the six-footand Marie, Mr. and Mrs. Cook "ANGLER'S DREAM"— Harry
and speared while fishing
hooked
he
n
Rod,
sturgeo
91-poun
Mrs.
and
long,
Mr.
Oliver, and
near Eaton, Wis. Schnell,
ago
Winneb
Lake
with
on
ice
the
through
bert Lemons spent Sunday
fish after a five-hour wait
Mr.. and Mrs. J. D. Oliver and using a homemade lure, caught the
to spear the
in his shanty built over the hole in the ice. He had
family.
Patty Oliver spent Sunday fish to land it. (AP Photo)
night with Doris and Gloria
Navy Pistol Ace
Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester ThompAnnapolis, Md.—AP —James
son, Patsy and James Richard
Ruehrmund 'of Richmond, Va.,
spent Sunday with Mr. and
paced the Navy pistol team in
Mrs. R. T. Thompson and famipreliminary training this season
America
—
Ohio
Columbus,
a 271 average. Nicholas
homeowners n.ivi keep their with
Davis, Dayton, 0., was second
aver
an
lawns free of weeds at
with 270 and Edgar Rawsthorne,
age cost of $1 a season as the Phoenix, Ariz., third with 265.
result of a new development i
2, 4-D, a weed-killing plan
hormone, scientists at the Ohio Hand To Mouth
State Agricultural Experiment
Preston, England— (IP) —A
Station revealed recently.
man who lost his to set of artiDeveloped from an ester of 2, ficial teeth while leaning out of
4 - Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid, a train window got them back
this chemical, which has been by mail. Meanwhile, 100 miles
named Weed-No-More, kills mos of track had been searched for
broad-leaf weeds but is harmles them.
to common lawn grasses. Instea
of back-breaking digging every hams Co., world's largest makers
summer the average householder of paints and insecticides.
can spray on this chemical an
The preparation is particularly
enjoy a smooth and weed-fre effective
dandelions,
against
lawn. Weed-No-More is manu chickweed, bindweed, poison ivy,
factured by the Sherwin-Wil plantain, thistle, and many other
weeds, the Scientist said. It will
ly.
not injure the soil and is harmTeddie Nelson is ill WI
less to humans and animals
measles.
when used according to direcPvt. Joe Vanhooser return
tions. It is odorless and nonto camp Saturday.
Nancy, Sara, and Betty Tray staining.
The action of the chemical is
spent Sunday with June Mitchell
that weeds literally stransuch
an
Mrs. Carmen Egbert
ves to death because
daughter, Brenda Kay, returne gle themsel
4-D is a plant hormone which
to Detroit Friday after a visi 2,
the growth factor of
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs effects
eaf plants and can be
Fred Keeney. She was acrom broad-l
used to destroy them as well
panied home by her sister, Miss
as stimulate them.
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Coneret
Blocks
Nice four-room dwelling; located on B
street. See or call

Insurance and Real Estate
3. Harrison St.

New Spray Brings
Weed -Free Lawns

All Metal White Sidewalls for adding neat white tire
beauty to your wheels.

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Beesley Building

COOPER CRIDER,

It's a Wonderful Spring for 'Tee

Owner

SAVE!

—It's the spring the Teens have been waiting for
. . . the spring that's filled with dazzling, dashing
fashions. Suits, dresses, coats and hats in breathtaking styles; in heavenly colors. What a figure
you'll cut in these tiny, handspan waists, rounded
shoulders and deep armholes! You'll sigh a-plenty
when you come in to make your selections. And
by the way. We would suggest that you lose no
time. Come in today.

and
If you are not one of the many who have placed an order with us for "A NEW FORD"
es
qualiti
al
essenti
are expecting to buy a new car, then we invite you to check thoroughly these
offered in FORD against those offered in any other medium priced car.

STYLE...
BEAUTY...ECONOMY...
EASY HANDLING •

SHERWIN-WILLIAMI

PERFORMANCE UNDER ALL CONDITIONS
Compare FORD with any other car on the road, starting back with the old Model "T" 1914,
and on through the 1942 models and see what kind of service FORD is giving as compared with
other cars of the same year model. In addition to making comparison of service, also compare
the appearance of the paint on FORD with that of other cars. A car remains beautiful only as
long as its paint is good.
The NEW 1946 FORD with its 100 horse motor offers you everything that you could wish
for in a car. We invite you to come in and see and drive it, and then,

Now that the steel strike
will resume full production and
placed with us. After you get
witit'll viiirlirefftnifee yiSirthe

is over and steel will be available THE FORD MOTOR COMPANY
we will be able to continue filling the orders which have been
your new FORD we are in position to give you the kind of service
Uttfalf irrdrNtfTrptexsore.-

Chambers-Moore Motors
Phone '100

HOUSE PAINT
Yes, You Say. When
You Paint—and Long
After—with SWP1
•Its remarkable ease of

application saves time and
labor. Its tremendous covering powers save paint. Its
well-known durability saves
your home from decay, re.
pain and frequent repainting,

4AL,

Eldred Hdwe. Co.
Phone 321

PRINCETON

HOPKINS
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Your Red Cross Campaign Starts
Friday, March 1 ... Give!

"Daddy's never
coming home,
Darling!"
Yes, I know he promised, but that was
a promise he couldn't keep, darling!
Remember how he told you to be a brave
girl if he couldn't come home? Daddy
would want to be proud of you, you
know...so be brave for his sake,because
he can never come home, now.

0 MANY small sons and daughters will have only

shadowy mein'.
ones of their Daddy's...so many young mothers must face
the
future alone ...a future they're so ill-prepared to cope with.
Children have a way of needing so many things ...clothe
s and
food ...school supplies and new shoes. And somehow one just never,
knows where the money goes.
Think of all the problems that arise in everyday living. It takes
a steadfast heart and an unfailing courage to meet them all alone
...and at times even the strongest courage wavers. Where can she
turn when the going gets too rough? Who will give her a spark
of
hope when it seems as if she can't go on?
While she is making her adjustment, the Red Cross stands ready
to be of service ...to help her face the future. It is a friend in
need ...a neighbor who will understand, provide guidance and help
over the lonely road ahead.
There are so many people in the world who need help — your
help through the Red Cross. Your contribution makes it possible
for the Red Cross to do all it does. Give to the Red Cross today,

YOUR

Red Cross

MUST CARRY ON
This Page Sponsored It
•

DR. W. L. CASH. MAYOR
HODGE MOTOR SALES
GOLDNAMER'S
BODENHAMER'S
ARNOLD'S

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
MARK CUNNINGHAM,
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
CORN ICK OIL CO.
ELDRED HARDWARE STORE
WICARSON "I=Arrte,
PRINCETON FURNITURE AND
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
UNDERTAKING CO.
SULA AND ELIZA NALL
MITCHELL IMPLEMENT CO.
WOOD AND McELFATRICK
KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER CO. WESTERN AUTO ASSOCI
ATE STORE
WESTERN KENTUCKY GAS COMPANY,
INC.
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Ten

250 Farmers Vote
Approval Of UK
Head And Staff

Dr. W. D. Ramage

Wins

Red Cross Drive
Gets Under Way

Doctors Discuss CLASSIFIED ADS
Health, Hospitals

Livestock Market

Prices were steady on the
Chiropractic Office
Princeton
Livestock
Market
HELM'S pullorum controlled ohloko—
The Western District of
Monday compared with sales a
four
delivery — holder
Immediate
the
ChiroKentucky Association of
week ago, it was reported by
worlds records—breeding bulletin—
One)
(Continued from Page
HELM'S HATCHERY—acrom from
Dr. J. M. Moore Elected
Brad Lacey, manager. Total head
practors held a regional meethitohyard--Princoton.
mailed out last sold was 865. Baby beeves toping at the Hotel Irvin Cobb, county were
President Of FourPIECE
00006 In Cotton Spun, Spun
ped
at
$16;
No.
1
veals,
$17.10;
to
each
weekend and a letter
Paducah, February 24.
Rayon, Wash Silk, White Rayon
Representative Group
County Society
chairman and sup- and hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs,
community
At a meeting of the Caldwell Poplin, and Seersucker. Federated
The meeting was well attend145 pounds and up, sold at
Adopts Resolutions Voicit
Store.
County Medical Society Tuesed by members of the Associa- plies for the campaign, also have ceiling prices.
ing Confidence In Dono- tion and also doctors from South- been sent out, Mr. Eldred said.
day night, held in connection BABY CHICKS — Good Quality. Sand
"While our alloted quota this
with the Four County Medico- for price list and says money.
ern Illinois, Indiana and Misvan And His Staff
Worthwhile Chicks, 101 W. North
year is not as great as last
Dental Society, officers for the
ifte
Expressing their confidence in souri.
Ave., Baltimore, 1, Maryland
year's, the need of the Red
current year were elected as
the
folbusiness
meeting
At
a
President H. L. Donovan and his
and in this
Jersey
cows;
overseas
SALE
—
Fresh
both
FOR
Cross
follows: Dr. J. M. Moore, presilowing officers were elected for
guaranteed to please. Frank Clark,
administration of the affairs of
country is as pressing as during
dent; Dr. F. T. Linton, vice1tp
the ensuing year: Dr. R. H. KelCadiz, Phone 7611.
Chairthe University of Kentucky, 250 ly, Paducah, governor of the the war, proportionately,"
president; Dr. W. L. Cash, secreReduction Made To Bring
representative farmers of western district; Dr. W. D. Ramage, man Eldred said. "The Red Cross
tary; Dr. B. K. Amos, delegate LADIES BAGS—Ono lot in Assorted
colors Reduced to .98c. Federated
Supplies In Line With
Kentucky assembled in Prince- Princeton, vice governor, and is still serving more than 3,000,to State Association; Dr. Cash, Store,
it
armed
our
women
of
men
and
000
annual
Tuesday
for
the
ton
alternate delegate; Dr. I. Z
Demand
Mrs. T. D. Walters, Paducah, forces in foreign lands and
Early
chicks
BUY
NOW
CHICKS
Short Course at the Sub-Ex- secretary-treasurer.
Barber, Dr. F. P. Giannini and
(My A emulated Preen)
produce early fall layers. Early
hundreds of thousands Rf reWashington — The Agricul- Dr. Amos, censors.
periment Station here went on
chicks produce broilers for early
Plans were made for the next turned veterans and their famiture Department has announced
record as approving President
County
MedicoFour
The
high-priced
markets.
Paramount
meeting to be held in April at lies in this country. Many vetera 10 percent reduction in the Dental Society, composed of Hatchery, Eddyville, Phone 3062. tf
Donovan and his staff.
Princeton.
ans are without homes, need national marketing quota and physicians and dentists residThe resolution was introduced
TOBACCO CANVAS. Federated Store.
care in hospitals, and their fami- farm acreage allotment for the hig in Caldwell, Crittenden,
by W. C. Sparks and the quesit
Bedside
Mother's
At
help,"
Cross
require
Red
lies
1946
crop
of
Burley
tobacco.
its
adoption
was
put
by
tion on
and Trigg counties, convened in
FOR SALE—Good used truck. Soo
David,
and
son,
Howard
York
are
asked
"We
continued.
he
Planting
allotments
will
total
Urey Lamb. The vote was unanquarterly session Tuesday night
Wm. Pickering.
It
imous. Copies of the resolu- went to LaMarr, Mo., Saturday, to contribute our share toward 558,000 acres, compared with and, following supper at Ogden
mother,
Mrs.
Mr.
York's
where
every
and
I
have
big
job
this
ORDER
CHICKS
EARLY
—
Avoid
610,000 last year.
tion were sent to Dr. Donovan
Memorial Methodist Church, ofconfidence the people of CaldThe department said the reduc- ficers for 1946 were elected as delays In delivery. See the chick"
and Representative 'Roy Arnold, Maud York, is very ill.
you are buying. Book orders now
116,i chairman of the House commitwell county will be generous tion was made to bring Burley follows: Dr. L. A. Crosby, MarBlood -tested, U. S. Approved Pultoward the Red Cross, as they supplies more nearly in line with ion, president, succeeding Dr. B. lorum controlled. Paramount Hatch; tee now conducting a hearing City Assessor Named
ery, Eddyville, Phone 3062.
always have been heretofore."
tf
demand.
During
the
past
two
into affairs of the University.
L. Keeney, Princeton; Dr. Perry
Mrs. H. E. Blackburn was
HI
The downtown canvass will be marketing years, supplies of bur- J. Frasar, Marion, vice-presi- BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME — Avoid
The resolution grew out of elected assessor for the current
charges made by four students year. The tax assessment must completed this weekend, Mr. ley have increased about 200,- dent, succeeding Dr. Crosby; Dr. chilling. Place orders now. AU
popular breeds from carefully seat the University that morale be made as of April 1, and ready Eldred said, and the committee 000,000 pounds.
W. L. Cash, Princeton, secretary, lected flocks.
Paramount Hatchery,
On the basisoof average yields re-elected.
was low at the State's largest or review by the Board of Super- hopes to have no repeat calls to
Eddyville, Phone 3062.
tf
make. Business folk are asked per acre and a normal relationeducational institution and that visors in May, an official said.
The program was "Proposed
to have their donations ready, to ship between allotted and har- State and Federal Medical Legis- FOR SALE—New and used Chrysler,
housing for veterans has been
expedite completion of this %base vested acreage, the department lation," led by Dr. C. C. Howard, Plymouth and Dodge truck motors.
neglected. The resolution adopt- Commonwealth.
said, the 1946 crop will be about Glasgow, and "Community Hos- See us. Hodge Motor Sales. Washing.jj ed here is in the same pattern 'We recommend that a copy of the campaign.
ton St.
2t
498,500,000 pounds. The latest of- pitals," led by Dr. G. L. SimpWith petitions circulated among of this resolution be sent Presificial
estimate
for
the
1945
crop sell, Greenville. In addition to
Ibit student body and other dent Donovan and to the LegisLittle Sandra Gay Gresham,
is about 603,000,000 pounds.
resolutions adopted by numerous lative committee before which
Dr. Howard and Dr. Sipmson, who accompanied her parents to
organizations on the campus of charges are being investigated."
ouisville last week-end, visited
the following attended:
the University.
Dr. Donovan, scheduled to
Dr. G. E. Hatcher, Cerulean; her cousins, Bonnie and "Mike"
Born To Live
The resolution follows:
speak at the Short Course sesNew Albany, Ind.—(IF')—Mrs. Drs, L. A. Crosby and P. J. Grebe, Eastern Parkway.
Report at Monday night's City Josephine
"Being aware of recent ad- sion Tuesday, was prevented
Jacoby, 100 years old, Frazar, Marion; Dr. T. W. LanCouncil
session
showed
issual
of
verse criticism and publicity in from coming here by the legisis a vegeterian and non-drinker der, Eddyville; Drs. B. L. Keeney,
connection with the administra- lative hearing at which he ap- 478 city motor vehicle licenses of coffee but says frankly she B. K. Amos, C. H. Jaggers, Frank
tion of the University of Ken- peared at 9 o'clock that morn- for 1946. The Mayor and all doubts that her diet has much T. Linton, Power Wolfe, J. M.
Councilmen attended the session. to do with her longevity. Living Moore and W. L. Cash, Princetucky, and having first-hand ing.
Action on a proposal offering a century, she contends, is pure- ton.
knowledge of the service the
for sale a City bus franchise ly a matter of being born in a
NEW 1946
University is rendering to the
The next meeting of the Four
was deferred pending further long-lived family.
State of Kentucky and especially
County Medico-Dental Society
study. Other proposals, including
that rendered to farmers of the
will be held the fourth Tuesday
installation of traffic lights, were
A
State, we, 250 farmers from 10
night in May at Marion.
discussed.
counties of Western Kentucky,
Is your car, truck or tracFire Chief Conway Lacey was
assembled at the Western KenOn Display At
James Barnes Reenlists
leaktucky Experiment Substation tor radiator heating or
given authority to have an adAfter
6
Years
In
Navy
ditional fire alarm button inFarm for the fourteenth annual ing?
RMIc James Barnes, USN,
Hodge's Service
stalled, provided satisfactory arShort Course February 26, 1946,
Marion Road, left Tuesday mornIf so, don't punish your
Creomulsion
relieves
promptly
bedo hereby express our confidence motor further. Let us clean rangements were made. It was cause it goes right to
ing
via
plane
from
Evansville
the seat of the
Station
proposed to install a signal but- trouble to help loosen and expel for Boston, Mass., where he will
in the University and its adminand repair it the modern way.
ton in the county jail for use germ laden phlegm, and aid nature rejoin his ship, the aircraft clrhrtration.
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inin the day time, where some one flamed bronchial mucous
"We believe the administraSatisfaction guaranteed.
mem- rier, USS Randolph. He has
Fri. & Sat., Mar.
would be continuously, it being branes. Tell your druggist to sell you served 6 years in the Navy', 4
tion of the affairs of the Unia bottle of Creomulsion with the unreported that several times re- derstanding
versity is being handled in an
you must like the way it years of which he spent on the
1st & 2nd
cently the telephone operator Quickly snare the cough or you are USS Enterprise in the Pacific,
efficient manner and to the best
Interest of the State, and that
had experienced difficulty in to have your money back.
and
2
years
on
the
carrier
USS
10th and Clay St.
A h e program o f President
getting response when ringing
North Court Sq.
Guadacanal, in the Atlantic. He
Phone 50
to report a fire.
Donovan and his staff recomfor Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis has reenlisted for a period of
HOPKINSVILLE
mends itself to the intelligent
2 years.

Burley Marketing
Quota Cut 10 Pct.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

Radiators!

Office Equipment..

Taxes Could
Be Reduced

•

Filing Cabinets

Cramer Posture Chairs

Swivel Desk Chairs

Speed-O-Print Duplicators

Scripto Pencils

Esterbrook Fountain

Pens

Administrator's Notice
Persons knowing themselves
indebted to the estate of the
late S. J. Larkins, deceased,
(Continued from Page One)
DUE TO
we have a plan to return again FreelleekTellsofNeseareabssotthst please make settlement on or
to the city, part of what has Most Nelp or It WiN Cost Yee Birthing before March 15, 1946; and those
°vertu° Wilton bow*ofthewuzeRD having claims against the said
been taken.
sold tor retieof
rillIATMENT base
This plan does not seem radi- syatottlistreasariang troutSesemodt estate will be required to preto Low PAM— sent same, properly proven, on
cal to me. It seems fair, sound, and fttalstual Mem due V
t Elssimak.
m'
skor
mssessk
aPeeZ=4"kossarr
or before the same date.
and intelligent. Applied to taxaMato Iht
Ad& Sold cm Idays'Zit
Mrs. S. J. Larkins, Admx. 3t
tion for municipal purpose it Ask for
lartrs
iskkk
would be a step tIward making amides Yds
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE
Princeton the city it deserves
Card Of Thanks
to be. Carried over into the
In the passing of our dear
Princeton Grade School district
wife and mother, we want to
it will be a step toward a prothank each and every one of
gressive and thorough school
U you eider from theunutk. uthri. our friends that sent flowers,
tis or
neuritis pain. try
ibis
simple cards of sympathy, telegrams
system.
inexpensive
borne
recipe
that
thousands
There is no question but that ue using. Get a package of Rik& and spoke words of consolation
Compound a a ereelne amply today. Mix
a program of this general na- it with a quart of water, add the to the very depth of our hearts.
of 4 lemons. It's may, pleasant
You will never know how
ture. will be put into effect. It juice
and no trouble at all. You need only
is so obviously an honest facing tableapeonfut• tem times a day. Often much we appreciate what our
within
48
bouts —
aometimes
over. good friends did for us until
of the facts that its very nature night — apkndid results are obtained.
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uAWSON'S DRUG STVRE
Wylie Jones and family. ltp

STOMACH ULCERS
EXCESS ACID

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

Steel Transfer Cabinets
We invite you to buy in person or by mail,
or Phone 13011

CORNETTE7 S
STATIONERS
Store No. 2

QIIICKYREUEF FROM

Symptoms of Distress Arising from

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

702 So.'Main

Hodge Motor
Sales

Mineral Water Baths — First Class Attendant
Tubs—Steam Cabinets—Hot Room and Sits Bath
Sweedish Massages

H. E. ROBINETT, Prop.

A
For Immediate Deliveryl•

Only $1.65

at these Low Prices
when available
6.00 x 16
5.50 x 17
5.25 x 18
4.75 x 19

*

$13.95
612.80
$11.65
$10.45

Sift!

Plus Tax

WIZARD
MUFFLERS
Danger lurks in leak
mufflers. Get a guaran
teed Wizard, equipmen
quality and` fit!
You can't take chances
these Prices —
Chev. 37-39
$2
Ford 35-38
$1.
Ford 39-42
82.
Chev. 40-42
$2

El 33
Spark Plug Wire Sets
Only 58¢ up

Western Auto
Associate Stor
PHONE 212

PRINCET I

Tomato Catsup
The Red Front Stores are all stocked with the finest
varieties of Tomat
Catsup, featuring this week four kinds namely: Frazier's,
Naas, Brook
and Triple A. All four kinds packed in 14 oz. bottles to
sell — each 15
OLD FASHIONED
WAFERS

bulk

22(

lb.

GIANT PUFFED
WHEAT

8 oz.

large No. 2/
1
2 can

1511

BEANS

No. 2 can

ALICE BRAND TOMATO

PREFERRED BRAND

JUICE
No. 2% can

large 46 oz. can

13(

HERSHEY BREAKFAST

qt. bottle

15 oz. jar

No. 2 can

SEALDSWEET ORANGE

JUICE

large 46 oz. can

12(

COCOA

5(

CATSUP

/
1
2 pound box

FRAZIER'S TOMATO
14 oz. bottle
•S I

13(

SWEET CORN

IA
39(

SPAGHETTI DINNER

29(

SAUCE
can 13¢
2 for
Takes the place of tomato puree

No. 2

can

DEL MONICO
pkg.

VAN CAMP'S CHILI
CON CARNI
Lister te "Oro
Worms's 004*
ice'.e,fS Leta
Sergio, Every
Mosher, Mereley. Amerita•
Recd./eel:ire
C.,to.Ley
E. S.T.

(co Mc

There's a precious beauty
secret in lanolin...and a precious
lot of lanolin In these wonderful beauty

17 oz. jar

Plenty of onion sets, both white and yellow, and certified cobbler
seed potatoes.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Onions are scarce this year I I I
Have you thought of raising your own? Onions are not much
trouble to raise and the s
are very cheap this year at your Red Front Store.
WHITE ONION SETS,
YELLOW ,ONION SETS,

quart

10 -

quart- 8 1,:s¢

32 pound bag
32 pound

preparations. That's why they're so
Sitictive

11.VA

-4(

at bringing

itneZi`finess

Jo dry skin...why they help maintain the oil

$1 B,
•

balance thot banishes signs of dryness.

Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray

$2.8

bag

$2.4

Do you-keilike -you are catching-1M
Nearly every doctor recommends lemonade both
as a preventative and a cure.
LARGE SUNKIST LEMONS

dozen

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL
THE TIME

eXClia

p44,./.0. Shoe C

pkg.

Ds

ELM BRAND KALE
GREENS

PEAS

of Black or Tan Calfskin:l

Smoothies thes....important Items in any
young wardrobe...Peed,
fight and ready to look smart in school, at
work, or dancing past the skyline.

Exch.

Guaranteed
18 FULL MONTHS

ARGO JUNE

Boompljoe Specs

ALL NEW

DAVIS"54"
SYNTHETIC

TARA PURE APRICOT

For AltoLlour Spring
Activities

FUEL PUMPS

JOE P. WILCOX

PRESERVES
A

MUNN and POPLAR STS.

Home-Owned and Operated by

NOW—IT'S PLYMOUTH

AMMONIA

BRAND

Office in
NEW CENTURY H
Dawson Springs
Hours 9-12 and 1-7
Phone 3561

Dawson Springs Bath House
Phone 3041

FULL STRENGTH ARCADE
4 II

new patients.

Open For Service Year Round

Princeton, Ky.

PUMPKIN
Notionally
Advertised

All chronic diseases and
seases of women especia
Come in or call for appo
-ment today while I still
a limited amount of time

INSPECTIONS FREE

Sisk Motor Co.

CREOMULS1ON

Spine and Nerve Specla

Authorized RepratentatIve of
Ohio Valley Terminlx Corporation

Plymouth

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

DR. C. E. SEIBERT

TERMINIX is the most thorough termite treatment known
to modern science. Since 1927
over 100,000 properties have
been treated. Terminix service is triply guaranteed. Call
today for a free inspection.
There is no obligation.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260

418 City Auto
licenses Issued

We Have It!
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Wood Drug Store
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